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Clare: Heartland of the Irish Concertina

GEARÓID Ó HALLMHURÁIN

Perched on the edge of insular Europe, the musical mecca of Clare 
covers almost 1,400 square miles of windswept mountain, blanket bogland, 
and limestone desert on the west coast of Ireland. Bartered historically 
between the western province of Connacht and the southern province of 
Munster, Clare sits between the barren wilderness of Connemara and the 
rich farm lands of Limerick and Tipperary. Throughout prolonged cycles of 
geological time, climate and glaciation conspired to surround the region on 
three sides by water and virtually isolate it from its neighbors. To the north 
and west, it is bordered by Galway Bay and the Atlantic Ocean.  To the 
south and east it is hemmed in  by the Shannon estuary and Lough Derg, 
while to the north and northwest it is cut off by the uplands of Sliabh Aughty 
and the lunar landscape of the Burren.

Human history in Clare began around 4000 BC, when the first 
Neolithic farmers arrived in the Burren karst. Speckled with over seven 
thousand archaeological sites—among them Bronze Age tombs, Iron Age 
forts, and Early Christian churches—Clare has been a research cornucopia 
for legions of archaeologists and natural historians since the close of the 
nineteenth century. The area was also layered with Viking, Norman, Eliza-
bethan, and Cromwellian settlements, all of which left lasting imprints on 
the topography of the county. Few periods in Clare history, however, can 
compare with the social and psychological trauma of the Great Famine of 
the mid-nineteenth century. Sparked by an incurable potato blight, it ripped 
through the over-populated rural communities of the south, west, and 
northwest of Ireland and deprived millions of their food staple for five 
successive years from 1845 to 1850. By the time it was over, one million 
people had died of starvation, while another million had left the country in 
emigrant ships.  Clare was in the front line of this Armageddon, which was 
to change forever the cultural topography of the region. 

The Great Famine rocked Clare society to its foundations.  In 1841, 
almost 25,000 Clare families lived in one-room mud cabins with inadequate 
ventilation and scant protection from the elements.  This accounted for sixty 
percent of all registered houses in Clare.  These homes were to become the 
primary victims of the famine tragedy, as hunger, disease, and emigration 
coincided to rid the area of entire communities.  In the grim decade 
1841-1851, the population of Clare fell by twenty- five percent. In all, about 
thirteen thousand Clare homes became uninhabited during the famine 
decade. 1   The anguish of Clare’s famine victims is graphically described in 
a plea sent on their behalf to the assistant secretary to the Treasury, 
Charles Trevelyan, and the Board of Works in Dublin by a Captain Wynne in 
December 1846:

Although a man not easily moved, I confess myself unmanned by 
the intensity and extent of the suffering I witnessed more 
especially among the women and little children, crowds of whom 
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were to be seen scattered over the turnip fields like a flock 
of banished crows, devouring the raw turnips, mothers half-naked, 
shivering in the snow and sleet, muttering exclamations of despair, 
while their children were screaming with hunger. 2

Despite the feeble efforts of relief committees, public work schemes, 
soup kitchens, and assisted emigration to America (which was minimal from 
Clare), the burden on the lower social classes continued to worsen into the 
early 1850s. With the economic pyramid crumbling beneath them, Clare 
landlords responded with callous severity. They set the pace for mass 
evictions in Ireland. With 3.2 percent of the Irish population, the county 
experienced 8.3 percent of all permanent evictions recorded by the Royal 
Irish Constabulary in the years 1849-1854.3  Increased costs and declining 
rents drove some landlords, like the Marquis of Thomond, who owned 
40,000 acres, from mortgage to mortgage and eventual bankruptcy. Oth-
ers, like the Machiavellian Vandaleurs in Kilrush (about whose purchases of 
Wheatstone concertinas, see below), opted for mass evictions and house 
leveling in an attempt to rid the countryside of inefficient rundale farms.4 

Chronicled in horrific detail by the Illustrated London News, many of these 
clearances were conducted with untold brutality by land agents like Marcus 
Keane on the Iorrus peninsula. Keane, who exercised control over 60,000 
acres, leveled as many as five hundred homes on behalf of his ascendancy 
clientele.5  From November 1847 to July 1850, more than 14,000 people 
(2,700 families) were evicted in the Kilrush Union alone, an exodus unpar-
alleled in any other part of Ireland.  Evicted tenants had few options, none 
of which was appealing. The prospect of being admitted to the workhouse 
was tantamount to a slow death, with cholera, malnutrition, and family 
breakup included as part of the destitute package.  Many chose instead to 
brave the elements—and  defy the law—by making temporary shelters in 
scailps (bog holes), behind stone walls, or in ditches, using the remnants of 
their broken homes as makeshift shelters.

The Grim Requiem of the Music Maker

While Crown clerks compiled sterile statistics on the famine catastro-
phe, and journalists tugged at the heartstrings of the literate public, the folk 
poet, the singer, and the music maker indexed the cultural cleansing of the 
Great Famine from the humanistic perspective of the famine victims 
themselves. Reflecting in lucid detail upon the inner world of the Irish-
speaking clachán, famine songs, piping airs, and musical-place lore chroni-
cled the demise of community life, work rituals, calendar customs, and folk 
beliefs. These anonymous tunes also mirrored the ultimate demise of their 
own keepers, who had given them a voice in the living traditions of 
pre-famine Ireland. 

In Clare, where tradition-bearers and listeners, repertoires and musi-
cal territories were ravaged irrevocably by starvation and diaspora, folkloric 
evidence cites musicians ending their days in the workhouse, instrument 
makers going to ruin, and pipers following their audiences into exile in the 
New World. Contemporary antiquarians like George Petrie and Eugene 
O’Curry, who collected music and songs from clachán-based informants in 
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West Clare prior to the famine, reflect sadly on the ‘silence’ which had been 
inflicted on the ‘land of song’.6 Their pessimism was an epitaph for the old 
world of the swaree and the dancing master, the townland and the fairy 
path, which had now ceded its place to a more conservative and materialis-
tic milieu.7

While they cannot be regarded in the same light as orthodox eyewit-
nesses, traditional musicians did observe the famine droch-shaol (bad life) 
at close quarters. Their grim requiem contains cogent observations of its 
impact in rural communities.8  The small fragments of Clare songs which 
survived in Irish, like that recorded from Síle Ní Néill in Coolmeen, focused 
on the interwoven themes of mortality, destitution, and exile from the 
‘insider’ perspective of the victims and their immediate kin. The following 
verse, recorded from Seán Mac Mathúna, who was born in Luach near 
Doolin in 1876, is a poignant case in point:

Is dána an rud domhsa a bheith ag súil le comhra
Is maith an rud domhsa má d’fhuighinn braillín.
Is a Rí na Glóire tabhair fuscailt domhsa
Go dté mé im’ chónaí san gcill úd thíos.9

It is a bad thing for me to expect a coffin
It will be a good thing for me to get a sheet
And God of Glory, grant me solace
Until I go to dwell in that graveyard below.
(My translation)

Despite the cultural cleansing of the Great Famine, almost a half-
century would pass before the indigenous piping dialects of Clare would 
finally expire.  In the years after 1850, a few itinerant pipers managed to 
eke out a livelihood in the small towns and villages in the west of the 
county. For example, Paddy O’Neill and John Quinlan worked as pipers on 
riverboats plying the Shannon between Limerick and Kilrush. Quinlan, who 
was commonly known as ‘Jack the Piper’, also played for holiday makers in 
Lahinch and Lisdoonvarna.10 In the Sliabh Aughty uplands of East Clare, the 
last remnants of local piping died with Mick Gill and Michael Burke before 
the end of the century. One of the last pipers of note to visit the area was 
Loughrea man Pat Twohill, who, along with his brother John, had worked as 
a professional piper in England during the 1860s. Twohill’s younger brother 
James was father of the celebrated American piper Patsy Touhey, who 
emigrated from Loughrea, Co. Galway, with his parents in 1869. 

Fleeing the depression of the post-famine era, several Clare pipers 
followed their audiences into exile in the New World. Corofin-born Patrick 
Galvin left Clare for New Zealand in the late 1850s. Dubbed ‘The New 
Zealand Piper’ by the collector Francis O’Neill, it would be forty years before 
Galvin would return again to his native place. His contemporary, Johnny 
Patterson, was the most flamboyant of Clare’s emigrant pipers. In his 
celebrated ditty ‘The Stone Outside John Murphy’s Door’, Patterson immor-
talized his impoverished childhood in the hovels of Old Mill Street in Ennis.  
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Having survived the worst effects of the famine, Patterson joined the British 
Army, where he received piccolo and drum lessons in the army band. At the 
end of five years of service, he bought his way out of the army and joined 
Swallow’s Circus. For the next forty years, Patterson toured Ireland, 
England, and the United States with a variety of circus companies. Dubbed 
the ‘Rambler from Clare’, Patterson featured piping in many of his shows, 
especially in the United States, where he was billed as a ‘famous Irish clown 
and piper’.  His songs include such Irish-American standards as Good Bye 
Johnny Dear, The Hat My Father Wore, The Garden Where the Praties Grow, 
and The Roving Irish Boy, and thrived on emigrant sentimentality.11 

Pipers were not the only music makers to take their leave from Clare. 
Fiddlers and flute players were also conspicuous among Clare émigrés in 
North America. Fiddler Paddy Poole from Tulla spent many years in the 
United States in the late nineteenth century. He began teaching fiddle in 
East Clare after he returned home in the 1920s. Poole spent some time in 
Chicago, where he played with the vaudevillian piper Patsy Touhey. Flute 
player Patrick O’Mahony from West Clare also found his way to Chicago in 
the early 1880s.  There he joined the police force and contributed numerous 
Clare dance tunes to the published collections of Francis O’Neill.12

It was into this milieu of cultural upheaval and musical change that 
the Anglo-German concertina arrived in Clare during the middle decades of 
the nineteenth century.  It would eventually replace the uilleann pipes 
(whose exponents were ravaged by famine and exile) as a popular vernac-
ular instrument.  While its presence was especially felt in fishing, piloting, 
and trading communities along the lower Shannon estuary—one of the 
busiest riverine networks in Ireland during the nineteenth century—its 
espousal by women music makers would become its most enduring socio-
logical feature at a time when women in Irish society were, for the most 
part, subservient players in a ubiquitous patriarchal milieu.13 

Newfound Wealth, River Pilots, and Women’s Concertinas

Women born into rural communities in post-famine Clare grew up in 
a spartan, materialistic world. As non-inhering dependents in a patriarchal 
culture, women shared a common fate with servant boys, farm laborers, 
and disinherited males on the family farm. As the ‘disinherited sex’, they 
were deprived of the independent income, however meager, they enjoyed 
from domestic industry prior to the famine.14  With marriage becoming an 
economic union more often than an amorous one, wives became increasing-
ly subservient to their domestic masters, their husbands. Similarly, unmar-
ried sisters were governed by the whims of their fathers and brothers. For 
women lacking the luxury of a dowry or a farm to boost their economic 
status, their only escape was to emigrate, or else to find work as servant 
girls or shop attendants in a nearby town. 

As the landless laborer and the clachán disappeared from the Clare 
countryside, the average size of farms got bigger. In the resulting economic 
transformation, it became increasingly difficult to marry above or below 
one’s ‘station’. As strong farmers refused to marry their daughters to 
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laborers, the social choice for prospectors in the marriage market narrowed 
considerably.15  The age of marriage also changed. Sons waiting to inherit 
the family farm tended to be more patient than daughters waiting for a 
husband. Hence, husbands tended to be older than their wives. The 
widening age gap between spouses created a high proportion of widows at 
the other end of the life cycle. Wives and widows, many of them victims of 
loveless matches engineered by their fathers or local match makers, often 
projected their hunger for affection onto their eldest sons, and dreaded the 
rivalry of a daughter-in-law, who would ultimately compete with her for her 
son’s loyalty.

By the 1890s, however, the climate of frugality, which had marked 
the previous decades, began to wane, and the quality of women’s lives 
improved. Successive Land Acts and the deft attempts of Tory governments 
to ‘kill Home Rule with kindness’ led to an overall improvement in social and 
economic life in the Irish countryside. Inspired by similar developments in 
Denmark, Sir Horace Plunket’s cooperative movement helped to improve 
Irish agriculture, especially dairy farming. Plunket founded the first of his 
dairies, or ‘creameries’ as they are called in rural Ireland, in 1889 to 
upgrade the quality of Irish butter and cheese.16 Within a decade, creamer-
ies became common landmarks in most rural parishes. Following the brief 
failure of the potato crop in 1890, the future Prime Minister Arthur Balfour 
introduced a number of light railway schemes. In 1891, the Congested 
Districts Board was established to amalgamate farms and improve living 
conditions in impoverished western areas. Similarly, political devolution 
took an unprecedented step forward in 1898, when the Local Government 
Act created urban and county councils all over Ireland.

Clare was among the beneficiaries of these economic changes. The 
West Clare Railway had been incorporated in 1883. Within a decade, its 
South Clare line, linking Kilrush, Kilkee, and Miltown Malbay, was complet-
ed. As well as improving travel within the county, the railway introduced a 
whole range of consumer goods and services, which were once beyond the 
reach of its patrons. The combined effects of increased communication, the 
co-op movement, and the Congested Districts Board helped to generate 
new independent income for women in rural Clare. By the end of the 
century, many were taking advantage of the buoyant economic climate to 
sell eggs and butter in local country shops or nearby village markets. Others 
boarded the ‘West Clare’ to transport animals and garden produce to 
market towns along the railway line. This new domestic income allowed 
women to buy a range of goods, including cheap concertinas, which became 
ubiquitous in rural communities by the early 1900s. Their intriguing espous-
al of this hexagonal squeezebox would have far-reaching musical and social 
consequences. 

Influenced by the Chinese shêng, and perhaps the Laotian khaen 
(ancient free-reed instruments brought to Europe by French Jesuit mission-
aries in the eighteenth century), the concertina had come to fruition during 
the Romantic period. The English concertina was patented by Sir Charles 
Wheatstone in 1829. Popular in music salons and parlors from Victorian 
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England to Tsarist Russia, Wheatstone’s expensive chromatic instrument 
remained a ‘high art’ curiosity for most of the nineteenth century, though 
by the 1880s, it had found its way down into the ranks of working class 
musicians in industrial England, as well as into traditional music communi-
ties in rural Lancashire, the Cotswolds, and Central Midlands. It would be 
another half century, however, before a single-action Anglo version of 
Wheatstone’s concertina would become popular in the west of Ireland.17 

Although the Dublin concertina manufacturer Joseph Scates adver-
tised his instruments in the popular Freeman’s Journal as early as 1852, 
there is no evidence to suggest that his concertinas enjoyed widespread 
popularity among music communities in contemporary Clare.18  Moreover, 
though the names of such aristocratic Clare families as the Vandeleurs, 
Tolers, and Abingers appear in the sales ledgers of the London Wheatstone 
company during the 1840s and 1850s,19 oral history contends that the first 
concertinas to arrive en masse into Clare were German-made imports.  
Fragile, cheap, and short-lived, these ‘consumer’ instruments were proba-
bly adapted from Carl Uhlig’s diatonic konzertina made in Chemnitz, 
Germany, in the 1830s, and popularized by Manen’s twenty-key concertinas 
that reached the English marketplace in 1847. These cheap instruments 
enjoyed widespread popularity among sailors on long sea voyages and were 
stocked by maritime chandlers as part of their stock-in-trade merchandise. 
German concertinas arrived in Clare through a variety of sources, some 
direct and conspicuous, others oblique and vicarious. Its initial courier was 
most likely river traffic plying the Shannon between Loop Head and Limerick 
city, the last port of call for tall ships before crossing the North Atlantic.

Superceded to some degree by the West Clare Railway after 1892, 
the Shannon had been one of the busiest waterways in insular Europe 
throughout the nineteenth century.20 Apart from foreign cargo, the river 
had a thriving local trade. Steam boats carried stout, butter, and coal 
between Limerick and Kilrush, while turf boats brought turf up the river 
from as far west as Kilbaha. With its bustling ports, brisk shipping trade, 
and onerous navigational challenges, the river offered employment to 
shipwrights, dockers, coopers, lighthouse keepers, and fishermen who lived 
along its banks. The lives and activities of these riverine communities have 
been recorded extensively in the traditional songs and folklore of West 
Clare. Maritime superstitions, ghost ships, sea monsters, and mermaid 
legends are all part of the rich repository of Clare sea lore.

As well as servicing vessels arriving from foreign ports, islanders and 
river men along the Shannon had extensive ocean-going experience them-
selves. Ships owned by Limerick merchants enlisted crews from communi-
ties on both sides of the river in Clare, Limerick, and Kerry. Merchant 
seamen from Scattery Island, on the mouth of the estuary, had a long 
history of maritime travel. In 1903, for example, the three-master sailing 
ship the Salterbeck, owned by Captain James Murray of Kilrush, was 
transporting kelp and flagstones from Cappagh across the Atlantic to St. 
John’s, Newfoundland. Its crew ‘to a man’ was from Scattery. According to 
folklore collected on Scattery Island by Seán Mac Craith in 1954, the 
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Salterbeck made the round trip across the Atlantic in the spring of 1903 in 
a record-breaking ‘eight weeks and five days’.21 Up until the 1950s, social 
life on Scattery showed all the signs of maritime wealth.  Book collections, 
eight-day clocks, and wireless sets were standard fittings in many island 
homes. In the 1920s, the islanders were among the first people in Clare to 
own Victrola-type gramophones and 78 rpm recordings of Irish traditional 
music. These were brought back to Scattery from America by merchant 
seamen from the island. It is likely that German concertinas reached West 
Clare through these same maritime channels.

By 1900, the concertina had replaced the uilleann pipes as a house-
hold instrument in rural Clare. Women earning surplus income from egg and 
butter sales, as well as other domestic industries, were among its chief 
patrons. In the vernacular of West Clare, the instrument was referred to as 
a bean cháirdín (female accordion), such was its popularity among female 
players. By 1910, concertinas were being stocked by hardware stores and 
bicycle shops in Ennis, Kilrush, Kildysart, and Ennistymon. They were 
usually bought on market days after poultry or dairy produce had been 
exchanged for money. Women, whose cottage earnings were consistent 
from year to year, could afford to upgrade to a new concertina, for the 
princely sum of half-a-crown, every few years. 

The concertina was given pride of place in the country house kitchens 
of West Clare. Like tea, tobacco, and other domestic commodities, which 
were stored in a dry place, a special clúid, or alcove, was constructed for 
the concertina in the inner wall of the hearth, close to the open fire. 
Although many houses had resident concertina players who knew enough 
tunes to play for a polka set, some non-musical households also purchased 
concertinas, which they kept on hand in the alcove for a local concertina 
player to ‘come on cuaird to the house’ (literally ‘come on a visit to the 
house’).22  Unlike the daughters of strong farmers who learned to read 
piano scores and classical arias in bourgeois convent schools, young women 
who bought concertinas ‘out of their egg money’ learned their music 
informally in a kitchen setting. In this largely egalitarian environment, there 
was no obligation to learn an extensive repertoire, or to rise to certain 
predetermined standards of musical excellence. Many country house debu-
tantes used a numbering system to learn tunes, while others relied on a 
more direct process of aural transmission. The primary objective for most 
young concertina players was to perfect local jig, reel, and polka rhythms, 
and to learn enough dance tunes to play for the Plain Set dance. In this 
self-contained rural milieu, proactive sharing of music and dance was 
considered far more important than the private appreciation of ‘high-art’ 
music from a distant urban periphery, which was then becoming the norm 
in many bourgeois families in the west of Ireland.
For most of the next century, concertina music would dovetail with the 
indigenous set dancing dialects of rural Clare and find its main patrons in 
rural communities in the west and east of the county.  When Anglo-German 
concertinas made by Jeffries, Wheatstone, and Lachenal flooded the antique 
markets in Petticoat Lane after World War II, Clare musicians working in 
London became a key source for delivering concertinas to their neighbors 
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back home. Henceforth, emigrant parcels, music shops, and hardware 
stores became the chief suppliers of new instruments, which were really 
‘cast off’ instruments from the upper echelons of British society.

 

Fig.1. Clare concertina master Paddy Murphy, 1990 (© Gearóid Ó hAllmhuráin,1990)
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Clare Concertina Dialects and Players

In the period 1890-1970, concertina playing in Clare took place 
primarily in mountain communities (above the 200-foot contour) to the 
north and east of the county, and in the blanket boglands of West Clare. 
Topographical examination of these concertina territories reveals four 
musical ‘dialects’ which were formed by clachán-type community clusters 
during the post-famine era, and which dovetailed with the indigenous set 
dancing dialects of rural Clare.23 The concertina dialect of south West Clare 
was highly rhythmical, melodically simple, and characterized by single-row 
fingering techniques on Anglo-German instruments. The Plain Set danced 
to polkas predominated in the region prior to the diffusion of the ubiquitous 
Caledonian Set in the 1920s and 1930s. Because of the influx of traveling 
teachers like fiddler George Whelan who crossed the Shannon from Kerry, 
the music of the area was linked umbilically with the polka and slide 
repertoires of Kerry and West Limerick. Hence, older concertina players like 
Charlie Simmons, Solus Lillis, Elizabeth Crotty, Matty Hanrahan, Frank 
Griffin, and Marty Purtill played a variety of archaic polkas and single reels. 
The Caledonian Set, however, facilitated more complex double reels, which 
were favored by players like Tom Carey, Sonny Murray, Tommy McCarthy, 
Bernard O’Sullivan, and Tommy McMahon.
 
 The concertina dialect of mid West Clare was shaped explicitly by the 
rhythmic complexities of Caledonian set dancing, as well as the by American 
78 rpm recordings of Co. Westmeath exile William J. Mullaly, which were 
prefaced by the dispersal of gramophones in the area during the 1920s.   
Dominated by the brean tír uplands of Mount Callan, this area extends from 
the Fergus Valley in the east, to Quilty on the Atlantic seaboard.  Home to 
celebrated concertina masters such as Noel Hill, Edel Fox, Miriam Collins, 
Michael Sexton, and Gerard Haugh, as well as the late Tony Crehan and 
Gerdie Commane (see Example 1 in the Appendix for his version of ‘The 
Kilnamona Barndance’), the region still houses the steps and dance figures 
of Pat Barron, the last of the traveling dancing masters to teach in West 
Clare in the 1930s. Complex cross-row fingering, intensive melodic orna-
mentation, and a formidable repertoire of dance tunes mark the indigenous 
concertina style of this region. 

The most outstanding concertina master in mid West Clare in recent 
times was Paddy Murphy from Fiach Roe, a rural community on the brow of 
Mount Callan (see Figure 1) . Influenced by the American concertina re-
cordings of William J. Mullaly in the late 1920s,24 Paddy pioneered a unique 
system of cross-row fingering which facilitated the use of alternative scales 
for tunes in unfamiliar keys.25  The first Irish-born concertina player to 
broadcast on Irish radio, Paddy Murphy was also a competitive pioneer of 
the instrument.  His victory at the All-Ireland Fleadh Cheoil (National Music 
Competition) in Cavan in 1954 marked the first-ever appearance of the 
concertina in an Irish national music competition. This forum has since 
attracted thousands of concertina players from all over Ireland, Britain, and 
North America.  Much of Murphy’s vast repertoire (see Example 2 in the 
Appendix for his version of ‘The Moving Cloud’) was learned aurally from the 
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fiddling of the local postman, Hughdie Doohan, who had a rare ability to 
read music from O’Neill’s Music of Ireland, which was published in Chicago 
in 1903 and enjoyed biblical status among Irish music communities by the 
1920s and 1930s.  Doohan, who was a key member of the local Fiach Roe 
Céilí Band, made well sure that his cohorts (whose skills of musical 
acquisition were primarily aural) would not want for access to the largest 
data bank of traditional Irish dance melodies in the world at the time. 

North Clare consists of three concertina communities situated along 
the perimeter of the Burren karst, all of which shared a common musical 
dialect. Two of these, Doolin and Bellharbour, were coastal, while the third 
was located in Kilfenora and Kilnaboy in the south Burren. With the curious 
exception of Pakie Russell (whose innovative style also explored cross-row 
fingering), most of the older players in North Clare favored melodically 
simple music and single-row fingering techniques,  accentuating the inside 
or G row of the Anglo-German concertina. The overriding characteristic of 
this dialect was its emphasis on rhythm and ‘lift’ for set dancers. This ‘lift’ 
was endemic in the music of Peadaí Pheaitín Ó Flannagáin, James Droney, 
Brody Kierse, Biddy McGrath, and Michilín Connollan. It is still conspicuous 
today in the concertina playing of Chris, Ann, and Francis Droney (see 
Figure 2), Máirtín Fahy and Mick Carrucan, all of whom are extolled by North 
Clare set dancers. 

Fig. 2. Three generations of the Droney family from Bellharbour, northwest 
Clare,1969:  Ann, James, and Chris.  Chris Droney  continues to enjoy a formidable 
reputation both in Ireland and among Irish concertina players in Europe and North 
America    (© Chris Droney. Courtesy of the Droney family, 1988).  
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  Concertina music in East Clare was concentrated along the Clare-
Galway border in Sliabh Aughty, in the drumlin belt of Clooney and Feakle, 
and above the fertile lowlands of the Shannon, in Cratloe and Kilfentenan. 
German-made concertinas predominated in the region during the early 
1900s, most of which were owned by women who seldom played beyond 
the confines of their own kitchens. The archaic repertoire and ethereal 
settings of Sliabh Aughty found a resolute custodian in concertina master 
John Naughton of Kilclaren. Many of his settings were shared by Connie 
Hogan from Woodford in East Galway, where dance music was dialectically 
linked to the repertoires played in neighboring communities in East Clare. 
The house music of the drumlin belt to the south was typified by the 
concertina playing of Mikey Donoghue, Bridget Dinan,  and Margaret 
Dooley, the latter two  continuing to play well after their one-hundredth 
birthdays. The concertina music of Cratloe and Kilfentenan survived until 
recent times in the playing of Paddy Shaughnessy and John O’Gorman. 
Reminiscent of an older world of cross-road dancing and rural ‘cuairding’, 
their traditional milieu was purged by the suburban sprawl of cosmopolitan 
Limerick and, ironically, ignored by the revival of traditional music in nearby 
towns and villages during the 1970s. The most prominent exponent of East 
Clare concertina music today is Mary McNamara, who has sustained a 
vibrant corpus of dance tunes from such masters as John Naughton and 
Mikey Donoghue.  (See Figure 3 for a topographical map of Clare concertina 
music, 1880-1980.)

Fig. 3. Topography of Clare Concertina Music, 1880-1980
(©Gearóid Ó hAllmhuráin)
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Clare Concertina Music Today

Concertina music in Clare has experienced a phenomenal upsurge 
since the 1980s, not least as a result of schools like Scoil Samhraidh Willie 
Clancy and Éigse Mrs. Crotty, which have created a forum for master 
performers and students. While this upsurge has attracted huge numbers 
of students to the instrument, it has failed to stem 

Fig. 4.  The author with 101-year-old concertina player Molly Carthy, Lisroe, Co. 
Clare, 1997 (© Gearóid Ó hAllmhuráin, 1997). 
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the inevitable decline of regional concertina dialects in Clare. Conversely, 
recent developments in competitive performance and commercial recording 
have spurred the growth of a ‘modernist’ generic style and a meticulous 
imitation of professional performers, a practice that is not without prece-
dent in Irish music history. While this homogenization has raised the level 
of technical accomplishment in Clare concertina playing, it has also led to 
the emergence of prodigiously ornamented tune settings and the introduc-
tion of non-indigenous repertoires. Similarly, it has led to an increased 
separation between ‘performance’ music and ‘dance’ music. Older players, 
whose sense of rhythm was implicitly linked to set dancing, often feel 
isolated by younger players who have eschewed the traditional dance milieu 
for the concert stage and television studio. Among the minority of younger 
players who continue to sustain the older dialects of Clare are Jacqui 
McCarthy, Florence Fahy, Breeda Green, Louise Pyne, and Francis Droney. 

Foremost among an innovative corps of ‘modernist’ performers are 
Edel Fox, Pádraig Rynne, Hugh Healy, John McMahon, and Noel Hill, whose 
technical genius has propelled the concertina music of Clare well beyond the 
perimeters of its former communal dialects and whose teaching has helped 
to create a vast transnational network of Anglo-German concertina enthu-
siasts who are truly devoted to the concertina music of their Clare mentors.

Like their predecessors in the early 1900s, women continue to 
dominate Clare concertina music. Among its celebrated female exponents 
are Yvonne and Lourda Griffin, Bríd and Ruth Meaney, Dympna Sullivan, 
Lorraine O’Brien, and Edel Fox, a recent recipient of the ‘Young Traditional 
Musician of the Year’ award from Irish national television.  It is noteworthy 
that longevity is common among female concertina players in Clare.  Both 
Margaret Dooley and Bridget Dinan in East Clare lived well over one 
hundred years. Similarly, Susan Whelan of Islebrack celebrated her cente-
nary in 1991 by playing a few tunes on her new Czechoslovakian concertina. 
The oldest musician in Clare until her death in December 2000 at the age 
of one hundred and four was concertina player Molly Carthy from Lisroe 
(see Figure 4).  Having played music in three centuries, Molly entertained 
her family nightly (until a week before her death) by playing dance tunes 
on a teetering Bastari concertina made in Italy.  Such centennial temerity 
bodes well for the future of concertina music in Clare and its renowned 
female guardians, especially now at the dawn of another new century and 
another brave new world of Irish concertina music.

 
                                        Notes
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Studies, Fort Lauderdale, Florida (April, 1998).
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2 (2005), 61. 
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teenth-century Clare, Irish language terms and phrases still enjoyed currency in 
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cleansing effects of the Great Irish Famine (1845-1850).
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Ex. 1.  Gerdie Commane’s version of The Kilnamona Barndance.  The late Gerdie 
Commane, who died in December 2005, at the age of 88,   was one of Clare’s 
most celebrated traditional concertina players.  His   recording with Inagh fiddler 
Joe Ryan, Two Gentlemen of Clare Music    (Ennis: Clachán Music, 2002), is a 
landmark in archival recording    (transcription © Gearóid Ó hAllmhuráin, 1990).  
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Ex. 2.  Paddy Murphy’s version of The Moving Cloud reel.  Composed by Donegal 
fiddler Neillidh Boyle, this reel is regarded as a pièce de résistance by free-reed play-
ers in Ireland.  This transcription shows Murphy’s consummate mastery of alternative 
scales, melodic variations, and complex ornamentation techniques (transcription © 
Gearóid Ó hAllmhuráin, 1990).  
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Giulio Regondi at Oxford

SUSAN WOLLENBERG
   

In Fall 2005, Allan Atlas approached me with a gleam in his eye 
(discerned at some distance—in fact, via e-mail) with a request that I write 
a short piece on ‘Regondi at Oxford’. To aid me in this, he supplied an 
extensive bibliography of Regondi—but, he added, ‘none of these items 
mentions Regondi at Oxford’. As I had mentioned the subject myself in a 
recent publication,1 I was evidently deemed a suitable candidate for the 
task. What follows constitutes, of course, merely a footnote to history, but 
I hope not an uninteresting one. It is in that spirit that I offer it.2 

I have, then, previously (though all too briefly) documented Regondi 
at Oxford in the 1850s, and a more detailed consideration of this activity 
will form the nub of the discussion here. It might reasonably seem that the 
fashion for the concertina in Oxford was synonymous with Regondi’s 
appearances in the city. As so often happens, however, upon further 
investigation a precedent becomes apparent. In March 1843 a local news-
paper advertisement announced Mr John P. Barratt’s ‘Grand Vocal and 
Instrumental Concert’, scheduled to take place on Tuesday, 21 March, in 
the Town Hall, Oxford, ‘for which he has been fortunate enough to procure 
the assistance of the following Artistes’: it then lists among the ‘vocalists’ 
Mr [John] Braham (in first place), and heading the instrumentalists ‘Herr 
Koenig (cornet à pistons)’, followed by ‘Mr Julian Adams (Concertina)’.3

John Braham was clearly the principal attraction on this occasion. The 
Journal subsequently noted that a ‘numerous audience’ had assembled 
early to witness the return of ‘the veteran Braham’.4 The critic was enthusi-
astic in praise of the performances, both vocal and instrumental: ‘Of the 
instrumental performers, we cannot but speak in very high terms. . .’; the 
violin solo, he reported, was exquisite, ‘and so were Koenig’s on the cornet 
à pistons and Julian Adams’s on that admired instrument the concertina’.5

This early sighting of the concertina as a recital instrument in Oxford 
is, as far as I am aware, the only such occurrence before the 1850s and the 
arrival of Regondi on the scene. It would seem that the inclusion of the 
concertina in a list of the multifarious musical instruments owned (or hired) 
and practised by members of the university, published in 1856, reflects 
primarily the influence of Regondi’s performances in Oxford.6 It is also, of 
course, possible that Regondi was invited to perform in Oxford in the first 
instance as a result of an already growing interest in the concertina locally. 
However, other factors enter into the question, and before surveying his 
Oxford concerts, a glance at the nature of concert life in the city will be in 
order here.

It is only relatively recently that the focus in studies of music in 
England from the eighteenth century onwards has shifted significantly away 
from a London-centred approach, towards the provinces. Oxford is a special 
case, as a leading university city—one of the most ancient in the kingdom—
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with a long and notable musical tradition, marked in that period by the 
distinction of having hosted the visits of Handel and Haydn, in 1733 and 
1791, respectively. Important as they are, these two high points in Oxford’s 
musical life, copiously documented in the primary sources and the second-
ary literature, could all too easily obscure the continuity and extent of 
music’s cultivation in Oxford throughout the eighteenth and nineteenth 
centuries and beyond. 

Another possibly distorting effect arises from the way in which the 
story has been told. It is to the work of the Revd John H. Mee, himself 
something of a legend in Oxford, that we owe the establishing of Oxford’s 
concert life as a topic of historical record, and the creation of the legendary 
reputation attached to the Holywell Music Room (opened 1748) as the first 
purpose-built concert hall in Europe.7 As I have observed elsewhere, Mee 
‘constructed his Holywell history distinctly in terms of past glories and their 
coming to an end’.8 His two concluding chapters are entitled ‘Suspension of 
the Concerts’ and ‘The End of the Music Room’:

The third period in the history of the Music Room is a gloomy one 
... at last the enterprise, so vigorously started in 1748, and so 
sturdily maintained even during the greatest political and military 
struggle that ever engaged the energies of the English nation, 
comes to an inglorious end in 1840.

 And his agenda at this point was clearly set out: 'Our immediate task is to 
trace the progress of decay'.9 

  
  The demise of the celebrated subscription concerts run by the Musical 
Society at the Holywell for the remarkable period of nearly one hundred 
years in fact marked the beginning of a new phase in Oxford concert life 
from the 1840s onwards. The Musical Society, governed by a Committee, 
and almost exclusively using the Holywell Music Room as its concert venue, 
was now replaced by a number of individual entrepreneurs putting on 
performances in a variety of locations. This change gave a boost to the 
city’s concert life, and brought Giulio Regondi to Oxford in the mid-
century.10 The stewards of the Musical Society had been keen ‘talent-
spotters’, booking the leading performers from London and abroad to 
appear as guest soloists in Oxford. Their successors as concert organizers 
in the city continued to be energetic in this regard. During the 1840s, 
invited soloists included Jenny Lind, Clara Novello, John Braham, Sigismund 
Thalberg, Madame Louise Dulcken (‘Pianist to the Queen’),11 Camillo Sivori 
(violin), and the Messrs Distin on ‘sax horns’.   
  
  Among those who launched their own concert series at this time were 
members of the Marshall family, a local musical dynasty. William Marshall 
senior had been leader of the Holywell Band, the resident orchestra for the 
subscription concerts, for more than forty years beginning in 1801.  His 
sons William and Edward appeared regularly in concerts in the middle 
decades of the century, performing on violin and flute, respectively. The 
family collectively took a prominent role in Oxford’s musical life for at least 
half a century. William Marshall junior had made his Oxford debut on the 
violin, playing a duo with his father in 1815 at the age of about nine; he was 
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also a singer, organist, and pianist, and was appointed Organist of Christ 
Church, Oxford (and simultaneously of St John’s College), in 1825, a post 
he held until 1846.12

  
  Perhaps through the Marshall family’s London connections (William 
junior had trained as a chorister at the Chapel Royal), Regondi seems to 
have been adopted into their musical circle in Oxford, contributing to a 
number of their concerts in the early 1850s.   (Another possibility is that 
members of Regondi’s own London network provided an introduction for 
him to Oxford’s concert platforms.)  Even more inviting is the notion that 
members of the Marshall family were themselves concertinists, as the 
Wheatstone sales ledger C1046 records a transaction for a Mr W.P. Marshall 
on 12 May 1842 and another for a Mr. E. Marshall on 21 November 1840.13 
In any event, Regondi’s first appearance in Oxford can be documented as 
having taken place in one of Edward Marshall’s concerts, held at the Star 
Assembly Room on 22 April 1850.14 The list of performers (advertised as 
‘the following eminent Professors’) was headed, as was customary, by the 
vocalists, namely Mrs Alban Croft (‘late mezzo-soprano of the Royal English 
Opera, Drury Lane’) and Mr Sims Reeves (‘principal tenor of Her Majesty’s 
Theatre’), with Mr Alban Croft (baritone, also late of Drury Lane) in third 
place. Listed among the instrumentalists, after ‘Herr Ernst, (The eminent 
German Violinist)’—it was  his first appearance in Oxford—was ‘Signor 
Giulio Regondi (Concertina and Guitar)’, followed by Mr Hamilton 
(pianoforte) and Mr Edward Marshall (flute). Mr Hamilton was billed as 
conductor on this occasion.  
  
  The concert was evidently a ‘high-profile’ event, with tickets adver-
tised as on sale through a specialist agency, Russell’s of High Street, as well 
as through the usual outlets (which included individuals’ houses). There was 
to be a limited number of reserved seats, and patrons were advised to book 
early. The event was reported in the following week’s issue of the Journal 
as ‘well attended’, but not all aspects of the evening’s programme had 
proceeded smoothly as planned:

Previously to its commencement, however, handbills were circulat-
ed in the room, announcing that in consequence of a severe 
accident to Mrs. Alban Croft, that lady could not appear. . .[and so] 
the other performers had kindly consented to play or sing more 
than was specified. 

  Regondi, then, may perhaps have contributed more than he had 
bargained for. Both audience and critical reception were again enthusiastic: 
Sims Reeves was well received with his ‘Death of Nelson’, while Ernst (billed 
as a ‘pupil of Paganini’) scored a hit with his ‘“Carnival of Venice,” in which 
he introduced several new movements’, which were ‘perfectly marvellous’ 
and attracted hearty applause. ‘Giulio Regondi played an exquisite solo on 
the concertina, and another on the guitar, in both of which he met with 
well-merited applause’.15 
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  That the association between Regondi and the Marshalls continued to 
develop is attested by the advertisement for Marshall senior’s benefit 
concert later that year:

Mr. Marshall, who has had the honour of leading the Concerts in 
the University of Oxford for the last 50 years, with great respect 
informs the Nobility and Gentry of the University and City, and his 
friends, that a Concert for his benefit will be given at the Star 
Assembly Rooms, on Monday the 11th of November, for which the 
following vocal performers are engaged:—Miss Messent, Miss Tay-
lor [both from the Royal Academy of Music, London], Mr. White-
house (from the Chapel Royal, Windsor) and Mr. G. Marshall. Solo 
performers: Flute: Mr. E. Marshall; Concertina: Signor Giulio Re-
gondi. 16

 
  The leader was Mr Marshall, assisted by Mr Reinagle, Mr Sharp, and 
the members of the Oxford Choral Society, who had ‘kindly given their 
services on this occasion’. The conductor was Dr Stephen Elvey, organist of 
New College and a respected figure in the University. Regondi was thus 
brought into contact with many of the leading lights on the Oxford musical 
scene, and they with him. The Journal reported that Marshall’s ‘friends and 
patrons’ had rallied round him, and singled out for praise Regondi’s perfor-
mance: ‘Signor Regondi was encored in both of his performances on the 
concertina, which were executed in a manner that astonished and delighted 
all who heard them’. The concert was judged ‘extremely successful, and 
appeared to give much satisfaction to the large audience assembled on the 
occasion’.17

  
  Regondi’s Oxford appearances continued during 1851, with his contri-
bution in December of that year to ‘Mr Marshall’s concert’ at the ‘[Star] 
Assembly Rooms’, reportedly ‘attended by a highly respectable audience’, 
and judged an ‘excellent concert’. The characteristically mixed programme 
included, as well as some exquisite singing, various instrumental solos: ‘As 
usual, Regondi delighted the company by his unrivalled performance on the 
concertina’, while Mr E. Marshall was ‘deservedly applauded in his fantasia 
on the flute’. Numerous encores were demanded, ‘which were conceded 
most willingly’.18

  
  Another important local entrepreneur was James Russell, of ‘Mr. 
Russell’s Music Warehouse’, situated at 125 High Street and 5 Turl Street, 
Oxford. He too engaged an impressive series of star performers for his 
concerts in the 1850s, some of them shared with Marshall’s concerts. 
Among the artists on his books was Giulio Regondi. For ‘Mr. Russell’s 
Concert’ on 10 February 1859 at the Town Hall, no less than ‘Madam Viardot 
Garcia’ was among the singers, while among the instrumental performers 
were, on ‘Concertina. Signor Giulio Regondi’, and on the ‘Pianoforte. Miss 
Arabella Goddard’. 19 The critical review focused on Arabella Goddard, a 
frequent visitor to the city, and noted that the event was attended by ‘as 
large an audience as we ever remember to have seen at a concert in that 
room’.20  
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Giulio Regondi:  1852 lithograph by Edward Gunstone 
from a daguerreotype by Martin Laroche.
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Some context for Regondi’s performances at these concerts is given first by 
the Journal’s notices of items for sale: thus the issue of 26 November 1853 
contained an advertisement offering readers, at the head of a list of items, 
‘CONCERTINAS. 7s. 6d. to 18s.’ as well as ‘best French accordions’ at 5s. 
(8-key) and 7s. (10-key), to be had from the ‘Civet Cat and Scented Soap 
Works’, a general and rather fashionable emporium in the Corn Market, 
Oxford. Secondly, a reminder that this was a city populated by a relatively 
large proportion of young people, with attendant problems of decorum, is 
provided by the notice in the Journal of 21 November 1857, issued the day 
after a performance featuring mimicry and song had been given by the 
‘sisters Sophia and Annie’: 

Owing to the disgraceful behaviour of several gentlemen [of the 
University] at the entertainment at the Star Hotel on Monday 
evening, the Sisters Sophia and Annie decline appearing again in 
Oxford.

  This was clearly a rather lowbrow entertainment, viewed as an 
occasion for riotous behaviour, but in the years that followed there were 
reports of undergraduates’ ‘bad manners’ keeping ‘most ladies away’ from 
the more serious classical concerts. I have, however, found no evidence to 
suggest that Regondi’s performances were received other than apprecia-
tively and with the utmost courtesy on the part of his Oxford audiences. 
 
  As well as chronicling the Oxford element in Regondi’s concert career, 
a facet of his life previously undocumented in the published literature, these 
snapshots of Oxford concerts in the nineteenth century give much insight 
into the concert-going customs and expectations of the period. Regondi’s 
art as performer on the concertina evidently responded to those conditions 
with repeated successes, forming a reputation for him in Oxford, as indeed 
elsewhere, of being ‘unrivalled’ in his field.

NOTES

 1. In my book Music at Oxford in the Eighteenth and Nineteenth Centuries (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 2001), 171. 

2. I am grateful to Allan Atlas for stimulating my further enquiry into this topic, and 
to the staff of the Bodleian Library, Oxford (Modern Papers), and the Centre for 
Oxfordshire Studies for facilitating my access to source material. 

 3. Jackson’s Oxford Journal (JOJ: hereafter referred to in the text as ‘the Journal’), 
11 March 1843. Allan Atlas notes (in a personal communication) that the Wheatstone 
sales ledgers record several entries for a Mr Adams, one of whom has a first initial J. 
(he purchased a 48-button instrument on 4 May 1841); Horniman Museum, London, 
Wayne Archive, C104a,  22; the ledgers are online at www.horniman.info.  

 4. JOJ, 25 March 1843.

 5. JOJ, 25 March 1843. 

 6. See Peter Maurice, What shall we do with Music? A Letter (London: published 
for the author, 1856),  4 and 22 (documenting, in the colleges, 125 pianofortes, 
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10 harmoniums, 30 flutes, 20 violins and other strings, 30 concertinas and 
accordions, 18 cornets, and more ‘instruments in great variety’).

 7. See John Henry Mee, The Oldest Music Room in Europe: a Record of Eighteenth-
Century Enterprise at Oxford (London and New York: John Lane, 1911).

 8. Susan Wollenberg, ‘“So much rational and elegant amusement, at an expence 
comparatively inconsiderable”: the Holywell Concerts in the Eighteenth Century’, in 
Susan Wollenberg and Simon McVeigh, eds., Concert Life in Eighteenth-Century 
Britain (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2004), ch. 12,  247.  

 9. Mee, Music Room, 175.

 10. At the same time as the growth of individual entrepreneurship, a plethora of 
new organizations formed, with both university-wide and college-based musical 
societies flourishing in increasing numbers as the university and its colleges 
expanded during the nineteenth century.  

 11. We might note that Madame Dulcken was among Giulio Regondi’s accompanists, 
and that her niece Isabelle (b. 1836) was herself a virtuoso concertinist; see Allan W. 
Atlas, The Wheatstone English Concertina in Victorian England (Oxford: Clarendon 
Press, 1996), 43, and ‘Ladies in the Wheatstone Ledgers: The Gendered Concertina 
in Victorian England, 1835-1870’, forthcoming in the Royal Musical Association 

Research Chronicle, 39 (2006); see also, Helmut C. Jacobs, Der junge Gitarren- und 
Concertinavirtuose Giulio Regondi: Eine kritische Dokumentation seiner Konzertreise 

durch Europa 1840 und 1841. Texte zur Geschichte und Gegenwart des Akkordeons, 
7 (Bochum: Augemus, 2001), 94, 252.
 

 12. Further on the Marshall family see Mee, Music Room, 184-86; and H. Watkins 
Shaw, The Succession of Organists of the Chapel Royal and the Cathedrals of 
England and Wales from c. 1538 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1991),  214. 

 13. The notices appear on pages 13 and 6, respectively; communication from Allan 
Atlas.

 14. JOJ, 20 April 1850. The Star was a local coaching inn, known under that name 
as early as 1469; after refurbishment of the building in 1783 it underwent further 
renovation in the early nineteenth century, with the opening of its Assembly Rooms 
to house public entertainments. 
 
 15. JOJ, 27 April 1850.

 16. JOJ, 2 November 1850. Benefit concerts for individual musicians had been 
established since the mid-eighteenth century under the Musical Society’s rules. It 
was customary for colleagues to offer their services free on these occasions.

 17. JOJ, 9 November 1850.

 18. JOJ, 6 December 1851. The concert took place on the previous Monday, 1 
December 1851. (In general the details of the repertoire performed at such concerts 
are not given systematically in the local press at this period.)

 19. JOJ, 5 February 1859. The Town Hall building, which was used increasingly 
for concerts in the nineteenth century, dated back to 1751; its replacement, built 
in 1893, still stands and is in use for civic events and concerts.

 20. JOJ, 12 February 1859.
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A Note on Salvation Army 

Concertina Bands

LES BRANCHETT

 In his contribution to the ‘Picture Gallery’ in PICA, 2 (2000), Chris 

Algar gave a clear account of the transition that took place with respect to 
the concertina types used by The Salvation Army.1   Both historical 

circumstances and documentary evidence confirm that instruments of the 
Jeffries/Anglo type gave way to English and Triumph (Crane) systems 

during the first two decades of the twentieth century.

 
 The five-row system adopted by the Liverpool music dealer Crane & 

Sons—and subsequently manufactured for them by Lachenal—was not 
patented by John Butterworth until 1896.2  Thus any adoption of this 

system, and the change of name to Triumph by The Salvation Army, had to 

occur after that date.  As for the introduction of the English fingering 
system:  though early paintings and engravings clearly show Jeffries/Anglo 

types,3 and though Salvation Army advertisements from the turn of the 
century still give prominence to the Anglo-German concertina, the 1904 

edition of the Army’s Concertina Tutor, whilst still being primarily for the 

Anglo-German instrument, contained ‘a Supplementary Part. . .giving a 
complete course of Instruction for the English Concertina’ (see Fig. 1).4 

 Thus from a starting point set early in the twentieth century, the 

adoption of the Crane and English systems was, as Algar points out, 

accomplished by the end of World War I, in a matter of less than twenty 
years.  The evidence for this is compelling.  In addition to photographs, 

there are numerous personal accounts.  For instance, Bramwell Thornett 
recounts purchasing a Triumph model, with thirty-five bone keys and 

rosewood ends, in 1920 for a little over £5.5   He had been inspired at the 

time by Brigadier Archie Burgess, himself a master of the Triumph (Crane) 
duet.6  Although Thornett chose the same model as his teacher (Burgess), 

he notes that his parents ‘played a Jeffrey’s [sic] model tuned to B flat for 
band use in earlier days’.7 Ernest Ripley records purchasing his Triumph 

concertina on 2 May 1932 for £14.15, obtaining it from the ‘S.P.& S.’, the 

Salvationist Publishing and Supplies retail centre, as a used instrument 
‘guaranteed in perfect condition’, and, by strange coincidence, ‘used by 

Major Burgess in Staff Band programmes as a solo instrument’.8   
 

 By the 1930s, then, the Triumph (Crane) and English systems were 

clearly the Army’s instruments of choice, a conclusion reinforced by the 
definitive tutors that they issued for those instruments at the time.9  

Significantly, there is nothing for—or even a reference to—the Anglo system.
 

 With a nostalgic look to the past, Norman Armistead would comment:  

‘It seems to me that The Salvation Army ethos—musically speaking—is best 
represented by the humble concertina’.10   This versatile instrument—Crane 

and English—now came to play three roles, as concertina bands were 
formed in many places throughout the United Kingdom—Bristol, Plymouth, 
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Fig. 1.  An Advertisement for the 1904 edition of the Salvation Army’s 

Concertina Tutor in The Salvationist, 18/Pt. 12 (June 1904), 

outside rear cover.
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Doncaster, Harlesden and Norwich, to mention but a few.   The concertina 

became invaluable as a solo instrument, adding worthy variation to any 
musical programme, and was considered by many to be indispensable as 

an accompaniment to voices, particularly when used in the Army’s open-air 
evangelical meetings.  Some players became very efficient, so that Alf 

Lockyer was known to  both lead and accompany a choir as he played 

directly from the four-part S-A-T-B vocal arrangement.  Bramwell Thornett 
admits to having an instrument to his own specifications, dropping some of 

the duplicated keys and reeds on the left hand side and substituting bass 
notes, thus extending the instrument without adding to its weight.11  And if 

Frank Butler deprecated this practice, regretting that concertina makers 

were always prepared to build exceptional instruments,12 Neil Wayne takes 
a rather more philosophical view of such idiosyncratic systems:  

‘Wheatstones would have made anything, however bizarre!’ 13 
 

 In all, the evidence for the change from the Anglo system to the Crane 

and English systems is undeniable.  Moreover, the shift coincides precisely 
with what was happening among the ‘secular’ concertina prize bands of the 

same period.  As Nigel Pickles points out, the Mexborough English 
Concertina Prize Band was formed in 1897 as an Anglo concertina band, but 

quickly changed to the more flexible English concertina prior to winning a 

competition at Woodkirk in 1903.14  Likewise, having excelled at the Crystal 
Palace competition of 1909, the members of the Heckmondwike English 

Concertina Premier Prize Band were pleased to pose with their instruments, 
their English-system layout clear for all to see.15   Finally, a 1913 

photograph of the New Bedford (Massachusetts) Concertina Band shows 

that, while English-system instruments still formed a minority, they were 
taking their place among the Anglos.16 

 
 Whilst Chris Algar’s conclusions in the ‘Picture Gallery’ regarding the 

date of the change in instrument types are well substantiated, his 

juxtaposition of the two photographs is somewhat unfortunate.  The 
Norwich Citadel photograph (page 66) is correctly referred to as their 

Concertina Band, but the second photograph (page 67) requires further 
comment.  The caption to the photograph is correct, stating that the 

subjects are the Sergeants at the International Training College in 1931.  

However, the text inadvertently refers to them as ‘the Sergeants’ 
International Training College Band of 1931’.  The photograph was taken on 

the entrance steps to The Salvation   Army International Training College,17 
opened just two years earlier, as a memorial to their founder, William 

Booth, for the purpose of training its officers, that is, its Ministers.  The 

Sergeants were the ‘elite’, chosen from the Cadets of the previous session 
to act as junior staff over the next incoming group of Cadets.  Typical of the 

photographs of that period—these were frequently taken by Robert M. Barr  
Photographers of Denmark Hill, who seemed to have the contract for 

several decades—it shows the male Sergeants assembled prior to their 

evangelical campaign, which usually lasted around ten days.  It is very 
doubtful that the brass instruments would have combined with the 

concertinas to form a single musical ensemble.  Rather, the brass would 
have been used to present instrumental solos or duets during the various 
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Fig. 2.  Party of Officer Cadets on evangelical campaign in Bletchley, 
Buckinghamshire, 1931.  The author’s mother is seated front left 

(photo in author’s collection). 
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meetings that the Sergeants would have held.

 
 We may even doubt whether all nine of the concertinas ever played 

as a single group.  There are two reasons for asserting this.  First, it was 
not unusual, on occasions such as these, for the sergeants to present a 

somewhat inspirational picture that typified their evangelical zeal.  Yes, 

they certainly possessed concertinas. Yes, they are likely to have had 
concertina lessons as part of their optional curriculum.  But whether they 

could all yet play to a sufficient standard to form a coherent group is quite 
another matter.

 A 1950s snapshot in my possession upholds this assumption.  It 
shows nine Cadets with three concertinas, two accordions, a guitar, banjo, 

and flute; the flute, however, was the only instrument ever seen out on 
Campaign.  Other records from the 1930s confirm this.  A formal 

photograph of twelve Cadets actually on Campaign at Bletchley in 1931 

shows two concertinas, which would have been used to accompany singing, 
to attract a crowd, and even to ‘drown out’ unwanted disturbances  (see 

Figure 2).  Another photo from that  year shows a Brigade of eighteen at 
the Training College with but one concertina and a guitar, whilst a group 

photo from 1932 shows ten Cadets, but only the Officer with a concertina 

in hand.   
 

 When comparing these photographs with the group of Sergeants in 
the ‘Picture Gallery’, then, it is necessary to bear in mind that the Sergeants 

were selected for their all-round proficiency, so that we might expect to see 

a higher proportion of concertina players amongst their number, but not 
necessarily to the extent suggested by their photograph.  

NOTES

1.  The feature was entitled ‘Two Salvation Army Bands’, 65-68.

2.   Butterworth’s patent is available online at www.concertina.com/crane-
duet/Butterworth-Patent.pdf.  For a brief discussion, see Phil Inglis, ‘The 

History of the Duet Concertina’, Pt.3, Concertina Magazine (1985), 11-12, 
who notes that although the Crabb family claims to have invented the 

system in the 1880s, they neither patented nor made any such 

instruments at that time; Inglis’s article is available online at 
www.concertina.com/docs/Inglis-History-of-the-Duet-Concertina.pdf.

3. See, for example, William Strang’s 1889 painting of a Salvation Army 

march (through typical London East End, Docklands surroundings) headed 

by concertina and tambourine; and E. Borough Johnson’s 1891 engraving 
of a Salvation Army prayer meeting, the leaders of which have a 

concertina and violin.  Painting and engraving are reproduced in Cyril 
Barnes, God’s Army (Oxford: Lion Publishing, 1978), 27 and 31, 

respectively.

 
4. The advertisement appeared in The Musical Salvationist, 18/Pt. 12 

(June 1904), outside rear cover; published for the The Salvation Army 
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Publishing Department by W.L. Simpson, London.  On the various editions 

of the tutor, see Randall C. Merris, ‘Instruction Manuals for the English, 

Anglo, and Duet Concertina: An Annotated Bibliography’, The Free-Reed 

Journal, 4 (2000), 98, 105; also online at www.concertina.com/merris. 

5.   Bramwell Thornett, ‘Why I Play the Concertina’, The Musician (2 March 

1985), 136.   

 

6.  Brigadier Archie Burgess was an accomplished player, and often 

provided a concertina solo item on the programmes of the Army’s 

International Staff Band.  Though rare, his recordings on the Regal 

Zonophone label are still to be found in some private collections.

7.   Thornett, ‘Why I Play the Concertina’, 136.

8.  Ernest Ripley, ‘Fourteen Pounds Fifteen Well Spent!’, The Salvationist 

(10 June 4000), 24.

 9.  Arthur Bristow, The Salvation Army Tutor for the Triumph Concertina, 

new and rev. ed. S.A., 102 (London: Salvation Army Publishing and 

Supplies, 1935), and The Salvation Army Tutor for the English Concertina, 

new and rev. ed., S.A. 103 (London, Salvation Army Publishing and 

Supplies, 1935).  On the tutors, see Merris, ‘Instruction Manuals’, 98, 117.  

10. Norman Armistead, ‘Symbol of an Authentic Army Spirit”, The 

Salvationist (21 January 1989), 3

11.  Kurt Braun notes that Harry Crabb’s Crane system was designed so 

that the left- hand side extended to F (below the bass clef) and had a key 

to sound the low C (two octaves below middle c’); see 

www.scraggy.net/tina.  

12.   Frank Butler, The Concertina (New York, Oak Publishing, 1976), 4

  

13.  Neil Wayne ‘Wheatstone’s 12-sided Duet: A Report on its Origin, 

Condition and Provenance’, online at www.free-reed.co.uk; for a far more 

detailed discussion of this instrument, see Neil Wayne, Margaret Birley, and 

Robert Gaskins, ‘A Wheatstone Twelve-Sided “Edeophone” Concertina with 

Pre-MacCann Chromatic Duet Fingering’, The Free-Reed Journal, 3 (1999), 

3-16; also online at www.concertina. com/wheatstone-edeophone.

14.  Nigel Pickles, liner notes to recording The Mexborough English 

Concertina Prize Band, Plant Life Records PLR 055 (1983), 3.

15.   See the centrefold illustration in Concertina & Squeezebox, 23 

(Summer 1990). 

16.   The photo is online at www.harbour.demon.co.uk/tina.faq.

17.   Situated on Denmark Hill, South London, and overlooking Kings 

College Hospital.
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HISTORICAL DOCUMENT

Concertinas in The Times, 1860

Notes by ALLAN ATLAS

 In my research for a forthcoming article, ‘Ladies in the Wheatstone 
Ledgers: The Gendered Concertina in Victorian England, 1835-1870’,1 I had 

occasion to sift through the pages of three years worth of The Times (1845, 
1855, and 1860) in search of references to the concertina.2  I was not 

disappointed:  notices about the concertina abound, and they contribute 

powerfully toward the history—the social history in particular—of the 
instrument in mid-Victorian England.

 What follows are seven notices—with brief comments—from the 

pages of The Times for 1860.

*  *  *  *  *  *  *  *

 20 April (p. 3):  AN AMATEUR is desirous of joining a select

 MUSICAL PARTY for mutual improvement in concerted music,

 either instrumental or mixed.  Plays the bass concertina, and
 would take either the bassoon or alto part.  Address, with full

 particulars, to Basso, Stanesby’s Library, Sloane-street, 
Chelsea.

 By ‘alto part’ the writer refers to the viola, and thus attests to the 

practice of concertinists—both professional and amateur—to form 
ensembles in which they availed themselves of the string quartet literature.  

The opportunity to delve into this repertory was especially welcome among 

women, since string instruments were more or less off limits to them until 
the final quarter of the century.3

 20 April (p. 3):  MRS. ARTHUR STONE begs to announce 

she continues to give LESSONS in SINGING, and on the guitar 
and concertina—169, Great Portland-street, Portland-place, W.

  Mrs Stone is listed as a Professor of Music in the Musical Directory, 

Register and Almanack for 1855 (p. 70), at which time she resided at 18 

Great Portland Street.  A frequent visitor to Wheatstone’s shop on Conduit 
Street—the Wheatstone sales ledgers record nine transactions for her from 

the late 1840s to 1859—she was one of twelve concertinists who 
participated together with Richard Blagrove and George Case at a 

mammoth concertina concert—it featured an ensemble of twelve 

concertinas—in June 1848.  Finally, she is but one of a number of women 
who played and taught both concertina and guitar.4    
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 19 June (p. 5): GERMAN and ENGLISH CONCERTINA MUSIC:— 
 Regondi’s 200 sacred airs, 1s., and his 200 miscellaneous airs, 

1s, for the German concertina; or both works, bound in one vol., 
cloth, gilt edges, 3s.; Regondi’s celebrated Hand-book, a 

complete tutor or  the German concertina, with 60 melodies 

(100th edition), 1s.; Regondi’s German Concertina Melodist, in 18 
Nos. (30 airs in each), 6d. each; Sedgwick’s 200 airs for the 

English concertina, 1s.;  upwards of 100 books, 1s. each, of vocal 
and instrumental music.  Published only at the Musical Bouquet 

office, 192, High Holborn.

 23 June (p. 1):  NOTICE.—Signor GIULIO REGONDI has never 
 Composed  or arranged any music for an instrument so called 

 the German concertina.

   This is fascinating!  Regondi adamantly denies having anything to do 

with the German concertina (‘Anglo-German’) tutors and song collections 
that the firm of Charles Sheard was issuing under his name.  Clearly, 

Sheard was cashing in on Regondi’s fame.5 

 

 13 July (p. 3):  SHELLS of OCEAN, the beautiful Fantasia 
 by [William] Abbot, 3s.; 88th edition of the song, 2s.6d.; two 

 voices, 2s.6d.; glee, 2s.6d.; guitar, 1s.6d.; concertina and 

 piano, 2s; piano duet, 3s.—Holloway, publisher, Hanway-
 street, Oxford-street, W., where may be had all the best 

 music at half-price.

 This advertisement attests to the common practice of arranging hit 

songs for myriad instruments and ensembles.  The original song, ‘I 
Wandered on the Sea-Beat Shore, or The Shells of the Ocean’, was written 

by Cherry and Lake and published by Holloway & Co. in 1855.  William 
Abbott’s ‘Fantasia’ was one of a number of arrangements for piano.6  I do 

not know who arranged the song for concertina.  

 

 26 July (p. 4):  EDUCATION (superior) for YOUNG LADIES:
 inclusive terms 40 guineas a year.—In old-established finishing

 school, of high standing, conducted by a lady of talent, assisted

 by English and foreign governesses and eminent masters daily
 for all the accomplishments.  The instruction comprehends all

 the higher  branches of English, modern languagues, piano, 
 singing, concertina, guitar, drawing, dancing, and calisthenics.

 The domestic arrangements are on a most liberal scale.  

 The  residence is a spacious mansion, delightfully situate, 
 with  extensive garden, and the locality not to be surpassed for 

salubrity.  Address A.B., 9, Stanley-gardens, Kensington-park.
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14 November (p. 3):  MORNING or DAILY GOVERNESS.—A
married lady, accustomed to tuition, wishes an ENGAGEMENT.

She teaches piano, harp, concertina, singing, French, and Italian
fluently, drawing, rudiments of German, and all other requisites

To a Lady’s education.—A.B., 5, Lyndon-street, Sussex-gardens,

Hyde-park.

 These two notices express in quintessential fashion the Victorian 

notion that, for the well-bred young woman, music was a necessary 

‘accomplishment’.  They also show that the successful governess had to 
possess a background in music, with the concertina—and we are dealing 

with the English concertina only—taking its place alongside the piano, harp, 
and guitar among instruments that were considered suitable for women.7   

NOTES

   

 1. To appear in the Royal Musical Association Research Chronicle, 39 (2006).

 2.  For his help with the task, I am grateful to Mr Robert Wood, a candidate 

for the Ph.D. in Music at The Graduate Center of The City University of New 
York.

 3.  On the gendering of string instruments, particularly the violin, see the 

fine survey in Paula Gillett, Musical Women in England, 1870-1914: 

“Encroaching on all Man’s Privileges” (New York: St. Martin’s Press, 2000), 
77-140.

 
 4.  On Mrs Stone, see Atlas, ‘Ladies in the Wheatstone Ledgers’, which also 

discusses the intersection between concertina and guitar circles, the most 

important female member of which was undoubtedly Catherina Josepha 
Pelzer, later Mrs R. Sidney Pratten.  There is a review of the 1848 concert 

in The Musical World, xxiii/23 (3 June 1848), 3; a similar concert in May 
1851, organized by Case,  featured an arrangement of Rossini’s Overture 

to William Tell for twelve concertinas; see Atlas, The Wheatstone English 

Concertina in Victorian England (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1996), 68.  The 
nine extant Wheatstone sales ledgers, preserved in the Wayne Archive of 

the Horniman Museum, London, are available online at www.horniman.info.
 

 5. The tutors are listed in Randall C. Merris, ‘Instruction Manuals for the 

English, Anglo, and Duet Concertina: An Annotated Bibliography’, The 
Free-Reed Journal, 4 (2002 ), 111-12; an updated version of the article 

appears online at www.concertina.com/merris/index.html.
 

 6. There is a list of arrangements in the British Library’s Integrated 

Catalogue, online at http://catalogue.bl.uk.

 7.  See my ‘Ladies in the Wheatstone Ledgers’ for a fuller discussion of the 
concertina’s role.
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THE PICTURE GALLERY

Ms Mary Baker with Concertina, c. 1857

Notes by PAT SHIPMAN

 The PICTURE GALLERY for this issue features a photograph—after a 
daguerreotype from the London studio of Antoine Claudet, c. 1857—of Ms 

Mary Baker (d. 1882), nicknamed ‘Min’,  holding an English concertina, 
probably a Wheatstone (see picture).  

 

 Mary was one of seven children born to a well-to-do family of 
merchants with extensive sugar holdings in Jamaica and Mauritius.  In 

1855, Mary, still unwed (she eventually married into a family named 
Cawsten), became the surrogate mother to the children of her widowed 

brother Samuel White Baker (1821-1893), who, after his wife passed away 

that year, sought solace in hunting and travel.  In fact, Sam Baker became 
well known as a big-game hunter and explorer, and together with his 

second wife, Florence Szasz (von Sass), set out to search for the source of 
the Nile and eventually discovered Lake Albert (named after Prince Albert) 

in 1864 (for which he was knighted in 1866).1

 
 What is particularly interesting about the photo of Mary and her 

concertina is that we may be able to identify the instrument she is holding 
and when she bought it.  As Allan Atlas has suggested, Mary may well be 

the Miss Baker who purchased Wheatstone no. 6628 for twelve guineas on 

31 October 1854, and later treated herself to two more concertinas:  on 3 
December 1858, when she borrowed Wheatstone 10663, and 27 August 

1859, when she paid £2.0.0 for Wheatstone 9981.2 

 

 Finally, Mary might not have been the only member of the family who 

played the concertina, as the Wheatstone sales ledgers also record 
transactions for a Mrs and Mr Baker, with the latter having purchased his 

concertina on 23 August 1859, just four days prior to Ms Baker’s final 
transaction.3 

NOTES

 1.  I tell the story of the Bakers’ exploration in To the Heart of the Nile: 

Lady Florence Baker and the Exploration of Central Africa (New York: 

William Morris, 2004).

 2.  See his ‘Ladies in the Wheatstone Ledgers: The Gendered Concertina in 
Victorian England, 1835-1870’, forthcoming in the Royal Musical Association 

Research Chronicle, 39 (2006).  The three transactions are recorded in the 

Wheatstone sales ledgers:  31 October 1854 in C1049, p. 29; 3 December 
1858 in C1051, p. 54; and 27 August 1859 in C1051, p. 85.  The ledgers 

are housed at the Horniman Museum, London, Wayne Archive, and appear 
online at www.horniman.info.  
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Mary ‘Min’ Baker (d. 1882), as shown in a photograph after a daguerreotype 

by Antoine Claudet, c. 1857; reproduced courtesy of the Rev. Ian Graham-
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REVIEW-ESSAYS

2005—The Year of the Anglo:
Some Reflections

ROGER DIGBY

Anglo International, various artists.  Folksounds Records, FSCD 70. 
Your Good Self, Dooley Chapman.  Australian Folk Masters, CS-AFM 001. 
Anglophilia, Brian Peters. Pugwash Music, PUGCD 006.
Floating Verses, Mary Humphreys and Anahata. Wild Goose Records, 
WGS322CD.(all issued in 2005) 

One of the great advantages of an annual review-essay is that I can 
avoid the track-by-track approach (‘I liked Nutting Girl on the musical saw, 
but was less happy with Princess Royal arranged for sousaphone and 
swannie whistle’) and take a wider view. Also, in the opinion of our 
esteemed editor, I am not disqualified from musing on items where I had 
some slight involvement. Thank goodness for that, or a few tracks and a 
couple of suggestions would rule Anglo International out of bounds, and I 
would be unable to extol this extraordinary collection of music and 
musicians. It is tempting to jump straight into the superlatives: the most 
extensive ... the most comprehensive ... the most ... but superlatives 
require comparison and there is nothing available with which to compare 
this 3-CD set. It goes beyond a compilation of Anglo players and stands as 
a definitive and encyclopaedic statement of what can be and is being 
achieved on the Anglo system. I make no apologies for a lengthy analysis 
of four themes which this collection suggests.

The idea began back in the 1980s when Alan Day approached a few 
musicians with the idea of a compilation showing the range of the Anglo. 
During the long time that the idea sat on the shelf a lot of changes took 
place:  more players came to prominence, the new world of electronic 
communications established a network of international links and 
friendships, and the rarity of a double album became the commonplace of 
the boxed CD set. And how the playing came on!

Anglo International consists of seventy tracks by twenty-five players 
and one band and is a few minutes short of four hours in duration. Nearly 
all of the recordings are specially commissioned, appearing here for the first 
time. All the archive material is previously unissued. There is an extensive 
illustrated booklet.  Yet it is not just quantity—it is the range and quality of 
the music that is remarkable.

Much is traditional, largely, but not exclusively, Irish and English. The 
Anglo is a mainstream instrument in Irish music, and no player is more 
renowned than Noel Hill. An original choice for the vinyl album, Hill 
continues to play with emotion and sincerity, and such is his current stature 
that his recent CD Irish Concertina Two was greeted by a full-page feature 
in the Irish Times under the headline ‘King of the Concertina’, an article that 
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was sensitive to Hill’s deep emotional involvement in and respect for his 
traditional culture.  His three tracks here show precisely this, with The 
Lament for Limerick draining the emotions as surely as his set of reels fires 
them back up.

Very many Irish players would have fitted easily into this collection, 
and it is pleasing that there are some included who are not amongst the 
household names and whose presence emphasises the depth and strength 
of the music.  Chris Sherburn, writing in the notes to his tracks, states, `If 
you play Irish music too fast, it can end up being incomprehensible. . .Nine 
times out of ten it’s not the note but the gap either side of it that counts’. 
Wise words, though Chris still gets a bit frenetic at times! Mary McNamara, 
however, is the perfect embodiment of what Chris means. She plays her 
pure, rolling Clare tunes with a string of paradoxes, being both relaxed and 
assertive, gentle and authoritative. Her three sets here are consummate 
musicianship.

The English tradition is represented by archive recordings of Scan 
Tester through to contemporary recordings of morris tunes—via Playford 
and old manuscripts—and  some well-known jigs and polkas. John 
Watcham’s morris medley is an object lesson in how to use the left hand to 
support, underpin, and power a tune along. He is a bit of a recluse these 
days, so don’t miss a chance to see the Brighton Morris, where there’ll be 
another object lesson, this time in uniting music and dance into a single 
unit. 

Like John Watcham, Roger Edwards is less active these days and like 
John he is another example of the correlation between good Anglo playing 
and the dance. Roger led Garstang Morris, who, during the time in which 
they flourished, shone out with their accurate, vigourous dancing and 
colourful presentation. Together with fellow-dancer and melodeon player 
Martin Ellison, Roger was a stalwart of the sessions in The Ship at Sidmouth 
and The Eagle at Bampton, to name but two. The music of clog morris 
differs from that of Cotswold morris, driving rather than lifting the dancing, 
and this can be clearly heard in Roger’s forceful and powerful playing of 
Double Lead Through. Roger also accompanies the Threlfall sisters, leading 
me happily to the next theme of Anglo International: the Anglo as song 
accompaniment,  of which there are five examples. 

Roger shows a decorated approach which contrasts with the ‘squeeze 
it and see’ method which is where I tend to start (and usually finish), but 
the guv’nor here as in all else is John Kirkpatrick. More than any other 
player, John is the absolute master of cross-rowing, not just for the tune 
(many of the Irish players here can be heard doing that), but for all aspects 
of both hands and in keys outside the home rows. This means that he is 
never constrained by push-pull mechanics and can do what he wants 
whenever he wants. His two songs here, though lightweight choices, show 
this to perfection, and it is also this complete technical dominance of the 
instrument that allows the staggering accomplishment of Mattheson’s 
Gigue, revisited from his first album a mere thirty-three years ago! And 
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there’s more: John’s fourth set is Hen’s March to the Midden. This is a fiddle 
piece in which raucous bowing imitates the clucking of chickens. John 
matches this on the Anglo and adds in some pecking and scratching for 
good measure; this is a remarkable performance, typical of the inventive, 
intelligent humour and pure skill which, even in this company, maintains 
John Kirkpatrick as the Anglo players’ standard bearer.

These two high points now lead me smoothly to those tracks where 
the Anglo boldly goes into repertories way outside the usual orbit. The 
working title for this collection was ‘The Versatility of the Anglo’, and this is 
remarkably displayed:  from Mozart to Monk (Thelonius) via Handel, Scott 
Joplin, Fats Waller, and much more. The long gestation period of the project 
saw the extension of the Anglo into previously unknown territory, but it is 
not an entirely recent phenomenon. John K’s first recording of the Gigue 
was in 1972, Andrew Blakeney-Edwards was playing Scott Joplin in the 
early 80s, and Fred Kilroy, recorded here in 1976, had always played a wide 
range of material, taking an approach which amazed all who heard it.  This 
is the first time that any of Fred’s music has been commercially available.  
Alan Ward, editor of the magazine Traditional Music, wrote about Fred in 
the very first issue in 1975. Ward is a recognised authority, and I have no 
doubt he is the reason that there are many recordings of Kilroy in the 
National Sound Archive of the British Library. In 1975, Ward was playing 
with Webbs Wonders, whose Anglo player (Tony Engle) and fiddle player 
(Peta Webb) had been members of Oak, one of the first bands determined 
to play English Music in an English style. Engle was an admirer of Tester, 
and Ward well knew the method of playing that Kilroy dismisses as 
‘under-developed (sic!)’. In the interviews that form the foundation of 
Ward’s article, Kilroy suggests that his way of playing (which recalls the 
Duet system) was once much more common, but sadly there is no evidence 
beyond these reminiscences. Nevertheless the basic point is correct: the 
Anglo is still normally played along the rows with a traditional repertory, 
and anything else is still unusual. But for how much longer? Players who 
listen to the virtuosity on these CDs will surely strive to stretch their 
proficiency to enable this variety of music.

These ambitious tracks (Andrew Blakeney-Edwards’ Maple Leaf Rag 
defies belief!) are more than just party pieces or novelty items. They are 
presented with the same honesty and integrity as everything else. There is 
a tendency in Folk Clubs for performers to have a ‘naughty number’, 
something which shows what jolly chaps they are and how they can let their 
hair down. I can scarcely spend a few minutes in a club these days without 
recalling the oft-misquoted and even plagiarised words of Gully Jimson in 
Joyce Cary’s The Horse’s Mouth. (A wonderful book! How’s this for opening 
lines: ‘I was walking by the Thames. Half-past morning on an autumn day. 
Sun in a mist. Like an orange in a fried fish shop’.) In response to a critic’s 
analysis of his artistic work, Jimson replies that ‘Well, it's like farting Annie 
Laurie through a keyhole. It's clever, but is it worth the trouble?’. From a 
different cultural background comes the story, doubtless apocryphal, of 
Leonardo da Vinci. Asked by a patron to create a masterpiece, Leonardo 
took a pencil and drew a perfect freehand circle. The point here is that 
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technique, cleverness, and skill are not enough in themselves. They have 
to serve the music, as exemplified by John Kirkpatrick. These less-than-
customary Anglo performances do just that; they don’t simply show that it 
can be done, but that it can be done without mocking or undermining the 
material. They are more than just clever technical exercises. They are 
genuine performances of real music.

The final theme that Anglo International brings into the spotlight 
concerns the use of the Anglo with other instruments. It can be argued that 
the Anglo is perfect for solo performance, having its own built-in 
accompaniment and rhythm section. The solo performances here certainly 
don’t lack anything! The Anglo also presents its player with a range of 
choices, particularly in chords. These can be constructed and inverted at 
will, emphasising fifths, creating bass patterns on the bottom, all things 
unavailable to the one-button/one-chord mechanisms of the melodeon and 
most accordions.  This can be lost if the other musicians choose to put in 
what you have chosen to leave out! Accompaniment can also take away the 
Anglo’s briskness, and Scan Tester is presented here in the company of a 
piano accordion. Piano accordions can be vibrant and exciting (listen to 
Jason Price of Dartmoor), but too often they are bland and slushy. Scan’s 
playing is smothered by musical syrup when the accordion joins in. This is 
an observation rather than a criticism of two friends having a tune together 
in an informal setting. Sessions are for enjoyment and sharing—and best 
not recorded! 

And while I’m on the subject of sessions and other instruments, let’s 
demolish the guitar! Pausing only to observe that those who play it well do 
not use conventional tuning and avoiding the question of authenticity 
(where the reductio ad absurdum would have us all damning the modern 
introduction of the pipe and tabor), we must all nevertheless know the 
cloth-eared guitarist. Most traditional tunes have a very simple chord 
structure, so our guitar-playing friend is bored stiff by the end of the first A 
part and begins to introduce an exciting new range of interesting chords. 
By the beginning of the B part he is also bored by the simplicity of the 
rhythm (he’s not listening to its subtleties), so he livens it up with some 
snappy syncopation and cross-rhythms. By the second time through, while 
those in charge of the melody are desperately trying to restore Jenny Lind 
to the manner in which she is accustomed, our guitarist friend is abducting 
her off to a gypsy encampment somewhere east of the Russian Steppes. As 
the evening proceeds ever more noisily, he makes off for his car and sighs 
of relief are heard, but these are premature as he returns with his small 
portable amplifier because he ‘can’t hear himself play’. If only the rest of us 
were as fortunate! Perhaps one day someone will come with his or her 
rope-tensioned military drum, and the two will go off and play amongst 
themselves. Harsh? Unfair? Yes, of course; and sessions are remarkably 
tolerant places. On record, however, there are serious questions that need 
to be asked of the strummed stringed instrument whether it has four or six 
or even eight. Just what is it adding? Is it actually helping the concertina or 
is it detracting? There are a few tracks here where the question must be 
put. 
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The absolute opposite is the formalised, rehearsed arrangement 
where the concertina is leading a group. This may be a bit too contrived for 
some tastes, but I defy anybody not to be energised by the tracks led by 
Jody Kruskal and Bertram Levy. Interestingly, both these players are 
American, and this approach is better suited to the smoother, more flowing 
dance music of that country. In Ireland where a similar approach has often 
been taken by concert bands the result is invariably dull and lifeless with 
more than a touch of the Annie Lauries. 

The change of title to Anglo International (further justified by players 
from South Africa and Spain and tunes from France) does raise the 
inexplicable omission of Australia. Fortunately, 2005 also saw the release 
of recordings by Dooley Chapman made in 1981-1982, and they are 
wonderful. Australian rural music is similar in style to that of England, and 
it is no surprise that tunes from such as Sally Sloane, Harry Cotter, and Sam 
Holland have been taken up by English players. I expect that some of 
Chapman’s tunes will be similarly received. This CD is, however, much more 
than a collection of tunes; Dooley Chapman is another highly competent 
Anglo-playing dance musician, and in one of the spoken passages he is 
politely critical of players who can’t play to the dancers:  ‘Even many 
players. . .you put them out to play for the dance and see where they are, 
see if they’re onto the step or what are they doing’. This observation, like 
that of Chris Sherburn, should be repeated as often as possible! 

Chapman’s approach is similar to that of Scan Tester, though 
Chapman crosses rows more often. Both play brightly and crisply, use 
octaves and occasional bass notes, and bring up the end of a phrase with a 
little more bellows pressure. Both are also willing to take a popular song, 
strip it down to its bare bones, and recreate it as a dance tune; and there 
lies the real similarity:  even when not intended for dancing, this functional 
purpose is the bedrock of their music.

I expect everyone has at one time sat with friends and chosen the 
world’s greatest sports side, eight records for a desert island, or (my 
favourite) the ‘Table from Hell’ at the staff Christmas Dinner!  Anglo 
International immediately starts a discussion of who should be there but 
isn’t and who should go to make room for them. This is more evidence for 
the current strength of Anglo playing, and two names that have been 
mentioned in this context are Anahata and Brian Peters, both of whom 
issued CDs in 2005.  When other musicians talk of Anahata, someone 
invariably says something like, ‘I’ve never heard him make a mistake.’ A 
great accolade. Musicians live with mistakes; they are a constant presence, 
lurking in every bar of every tune, and unless they are strident wrong notes 
they generally pass unnoticed by everyone except the player. Yet audiences 
are quick to notice a bland, timid performance. Mistakes are most likely to 
occur when you are pushing yourself to the edge of your ability; this is when 
the music is exciting, and it’s what audiences want. It is the tight-rope that 
we walk. ‘To be afraid to make a mistake is the worst mistake you can 
make’, as your Maths teacher should have taught you! I recently received 
some private recordings of The Rakes in one of their extended line-ups 
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made from the mixing desk at a ceilidh. It is fantastic, driving, invigorating 
music, but it is full of ‘mistakes’. The fiddles take off on glorious flights of 
fancy that crash land or disappear in mid-air, but for every one that goes 
wrong two others go right and the result is compelling listening. It must 
have been fantastic to dance to, and I’ll wager few if any dancers spotted 
the errors. What they will have been aware of is the pure excitement and 
that is much more important.

If Anahata is sometimes guilty of excessive caution, he and Mary 
Humphreys have one great quality: they listen. When Anahata plays 
melodeon tunes from Suffolk, it is clear that he has listened to a lot of 
playing by the very best in this field. It is a studied performance. Similarly 
Mary Humphreys’ singing style is firmly embedded in a knowledge of 
traditional singers, and this makes her a lot better singer than many of the 
more fashionable and lauded divas, though it won’t get her much airplay on 
Radio 2. They have done their homework, and this is a sure foundation, 
though my earlier comments on accompaniment apply here as well. Mary 
and Anahata are gifted multi-instrumentalists, but how does this serve the 
music? Their best tracks are those most simply presented, and when the 
cello comes in there is a distinct suggestion of a well-known Scottish tune 
wafting through from the next room. 

Brian Peters’ many followers will be pleased with Anglophilia, a nicely 
balanced and wide-ranging selection of material presented with panache 
and vitality. Most competent Anglo players can achieve the strongly 
rhythmic way of playing utilising the bellows direction, but the reverse, 
achieving total smoothness despite the double action, is much much harder 
and only successfully achieved by a hard-working few of whom Peters is a 
fine representative. Indeed, this CD’s many instances of very accomplished 
bellows control is its outstanding feature.  (Different names for the same 
tune and different tunes to the same name are common enough instances, 
but I am staggered to find that Brian has a tune other than the usual one  
under the title The Black Cat Piddled in the White Cat’s Eye. I know this as 
one of the many names for Brighton Camp, which Dooley Chapman calls 
The Billygoat! There’s a Ph.D. dissertation here somewhere.)

Of course, putting together a compilation or issuing old recordings of 
a veteran player is very different from releasing your own CD. Brian, 
Anahata and Mary represent the small number of survivors struggling to 
make a crust in the dwindling and often moribund world of the ‘Folk Club’. 
At the end of the gig you hope for two things: that enough people will ask 
the organiser to book you again and that you’ll sell enough product to stay 
alive. Given the fact that a lot of audiences rightly want a relaxed evening 
out and not a lecture on the transmission of Bothy Ballads, this can lead to 
‘popularising’ the music, forcing in variety, playing a ‘naughty number’ and 
very soon you’re farting Annie Laurie through a keyhole. Yet another 
tight-rope for the poor struggling guest artist!  Dan Quinn and Will Duke are 
therefore quite remarkable, though their two excellent CDs, Wild Boys and 
Scanned are outside the time frame of this review. They present their 
traditional music without any compromise or concession in the way they 
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think it should be performed, and they are tremendous musicians and 
singers. Between songs they wallow in anarchic chaos reminiscent of Laurel 
and Hardy; they seem to have nothing prepared and no idea of what to do 
next! The musical performance is, however, immaculate, and they break 
the set up with genuinely funny songs delivered in total deadpan 
seriousness, which in Dan Quinn’s case is pure Billy Bennett via Freddie 
McKay. They prove that straight traditional material can provide a highly 
enjoyable evening’s entertainment. Mind you, they won’t make it onto 
Radio 2 either, though no one would deny Will Duke’s rightful place on Anglo 
International, even if his tracks there are a trifle diffident, being a little short 
on his usual confident flow.

So was 2005 the year of the Anglo? I think so. I remember my first ICA 
meetings back in the 1970s when it was all English system, music stands, 
and formal arrangements. This was a glimpse of a vanishing world where 
this was the norm for concertinas and where a folk tune would only be 
played if it was in a book arranged for four players (and then it was probably 
Annie Laurie). I used to drive Ken Loveless to his annual performance—
presiding over the AGM—and he never even took a concertina with him. On 
my first arrival I was greeted with a scene worthy of Edith Evans as Lady 
Bracknell: ‘An Aaaaannnnngglloooooow!!!!???’ The attitude to Anglo-
playing was that of Dr Johnson to women preachers and performing dogs: 
‘It is not done well; but you are surprised to find it done at all.’ The change 
in emphasis in recent years has been monumental. The rise of the Anglo, 
playing by ear, and the move away from formal arrangements have 
transformed the music, the playing, and the expectations. The Anglo now 
dominates; and while there are virtuoso players on other systems (some of 
their names begin A.A.), there are not enough of them to raise the sights 
of the many other players. This is the real strength of Anglo International. 
It raises the bar and shows the breadth and depth of what is being 
achieved. It is an inspiration to all players of all systems and all instruments.

The Center for the Study of Free-Reed Instruments,

The Graduate Center of the City University of New 

York

 

Housed at The Graduate Center of The City University of New 

York, the Center for the Study of Free-Reed Instruments (Allan 

Atlas, Director) fosters research and discussion about all aspects of all free-reed 

instruments.  To that end, the Center sponsors a concert/colloquium each Spring 

semester, maintains a library/archive of materials pertaining to free-reed instruments 

(the jewels of which are a large collection of Victorian music for the English concertina 

and the Deiro Archive, which preserves the documentary and recorded legacy of the 

legendary accordionists Guido and Pietro Deiro), has published four volumes of The 

Free-Reed Journal (1999-2002), and now co-publishes with the ICA Papers of the 

International Concertina Association.  Among past events:  'Tango-Bandoneón-

Piazzolla' (2000), 'The Accordion as an Icon of Italian-American Culture' (2001), 'The 

Incredible Concertina: A Concert in Honor of Sir Charles Wheatstone--A Bicentennial 

Celebration' (2002), 'Free Reeds of Asia' (2003), and 'Viva Regondi' (2006).
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The Anglo Concertina Music of William Kimber, by Dan M. Worrall.

London:  English Folk Dance and Song Society, 2005.  ix + 85 pp.

ISBN-13 978 0 85418 194 0.

 

JODY KRUSKAL

 

 Not to be outdone by the handbell ringers and carol singers, William 

Kimber (1872-1961) and the rest of the Headington Quarry Morris dancers 
went ‘dancing out’ on a snowy Boxing Day (December 26th), 1899.  Visiting 

the Oxford countryside, the composer Cecil Sharp heard the joyful sound of 

Kimber’s Anglo concertina and invited Kimber to visit him the next day.  
Sharp notated two of Kimber’s Morris tunes, published and promoted his 

own piano arrangements of them, and embarked on a long career as the 
premier collector, promoter, and champion of English folk music and dance 

traditions.  For many years, the two men consistently delighted lecture hall 

audiences.  The sophisticated, articulate, urbane Mr. Sharp spoke, while Mr. 
Kimber, simultaneously modest, rural, and elegant, demonstrated Morris 

dancing and performed on the Anglo concertina in his distinctive and 
masterful harmonic style.  One of the tunes that Sharp would collect from 

Kimber was Country Gardens, which was borrowed by the composer Percy 

Grainger, whose arrangements became famous worldwide and are still 
played today.  Kimber made the first known recordings on the Anglo 

concertina  in the 1930s, and many of them have been kept available by 
the English Folk Dance and Song Society, including the 1999 collection, 

Absolutely Classic: The Music of William Kimber (EFDSS, CD 03).

 

 Dan Worrall has listened to these old recordings and faithfully 
transcribed twenty-eight tunes in such detail that a present-day Anglo 

player can duplicate Kimber’s exact melody and voicing of chords right off 
the page.  For years, aspiring Anglo students have listened to Kimber’s 

recordings for inspiration, and Worrall’s book now provides them with a 

welcome guide to unraveling the mysteries of Kimber’s idiosyncratic style 
on an equally idiosyncratic instrument. 

 

 This excellent book is both scholarly and accessible, as Worrall’s 
writing is at once extensively documented and lucid.  The transcriptions fill 

just over half of the eighty-five wire-bound pages, the remainder of the 

volume being a trove of information, photographs, musical analysis, and 
anecdotes that place Kimber’s music in a rich social context.  The book 

includes:  (1) a concise and comprehensive history of the Anglo concertina, 
covering its distinctive features, development, and playing styles; (2) a 

brief biography of and stories about Kimber, his dancing and playing, and 

his family and community life; (3) a detailed analysis of Kimber’s harmonic 
playing style, including its relation to the Morris tradition and how his 

playing compares with other Anglo styles and techniques; (4) extensive 
notes on the tunes, with discussions of their origins, structures, associated 

lyrics, quotations, and stories; (5) the invaluable transcriptions themselves; 

and, finally (6) a complete discography of Kimber’s recordings.
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 Worrall relates the fascinating history of how the Anglo concertina 

developed from its origins in the simplest of free-reed instruments:  the 
German mouth harp (or harmonica) invented around 1825.  Soon after 

came a number of single-action bellows instruments (each button plays two 

pitches, one on the push and one on the draw) based on the same basic 
diatonic system:  the one-row accordion, the one-row concertina with five 

buttons per side, and, with the addition of another row of five buttons a fifth 
away, the basic 20-button Anglo (-German) concertina.  Eventually, 

additional buttons were added (I play a 45-button Jeffries, circa 1895) in 

various configurations to make up for the limitations of the 20-button 
version that, however, still forms the heart of today’s standard 30-button, 

three-row instrument.

 

 The period during which William Kimber recorded the tunes that 

Worrall transcribes extended from the 1930s to 1956.  However, evidence 

strongly suggests that Kimber’s Morris tunes  were closely derived from 
what his father—William Kimber, Sr (1849-1931)—played some sixty years 

before the earliest recordings.  Kimber Senior was among the first to use 
the newfangled concertina for Morris dancing, in the 1870s, when even the 

fiddle was considered a deviation from the traditional pipe and tabor and 

the tunes were played without harmonic accompaniment. Perhaps the 
fundamental elements of the harmonic Anglo style had already arrived in 

the Oxford countryside by then.  Or perhaps, as Worrall writes, the Kimbers 
‘independently developed the style in isolation: . . .we may never know.  

Suffice it to say that William Kimber and his father were trend-setters in 

applying this style to traditional Morris dance music’ (pp. 5-6).  In any 
event, Kimber Junior was proud to adhere so faithfully to his father’s music.  

As he famously recounted his father admonishing him:  ‘These are the right 
notes, William, and don’t you play any others’ (p. viii). 

 

 Despite the Kimbers’ conservative approach to the Morris melodies, 

Worrall observes in the recordings a constant element of improvisation in 
the accompaniment. This keeps the music fresh and flexible throughout the 

numerous repetitions of a single, immutable melody. Worrall’s 
transcriptions clearly show this diversity through the multiple statements of 

the tunes. It is fascinating to see on the page how Kimber alters both the 

bass notes and the voicings of the chords, and switches from using 
two-note ‘chords’ to a simpler style of playing in octaves.  One example 

shows a two-measure segment of Country Gardens accompanied four 
different ways.  Worrall notes that the improvisational process can sound 

extremely subtle to the listener (especially given the brisk 
tempo and very brief duration of each crisply played chord or 

chord fragment), it approaches the degree of frequent change 

in ornamentation in a traditionally played Irish tune.  Such 
improvisation is ubiquitous in all of his playing, giving us some 

insight into the Kimbers’ approach to this music.  Although the 
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melody was seen as a part of a tradition being passed on to a 

new generation, the left- hand accompaniment was something 
of William Senior’s, and/or of his son’s, creation, and William 

Junior at least felt quite free to modify the left-hand 
accompaniment at will [p. 19].

 William Kimber both danced and played concertina for his team, 

which may explain why his Anglo playing fits the dancing so well.  Morris 
dancing is usually performed outdoors, with bells jingling and sticks 

clashing, and it is only natural to want the concertina to have the fullest 
sound possible. Kimber’s music is lively, brisk and percussive. The chords 

are short, sharp, and persistent to define the beat clearly.  For the tunes in 

4 there are persistent quarter-note chords, and for the jigs, equally 
persistent dotted-quarters predominate. 

 Kimber plays the melody mainly in the right hand, with the left hand 
playing chords, often simply two-note, adjacent-button pairs that play in 

thirds.  The resulting harmony, as Worrall puts it, ‘follows the melody 
around the keyboard’ (p. 16).  There are, however, often minor-mode 

harmonies in unexpected places, giving the music a ‘charm and quaintness’ 

(p. 16).  To my ear, Kimber’s harmonies evoke the delightfully self-trained 
harmonic treatment heard in the eighteenth-century choral music of William 

Billings or early American shape-note hymns. This is not the modern style 
of ‘oom-pah’ playing, and the chords do not always follow the standard I – 

IV – V progressions.  Rather, as Worrall writes:

The Kimbers’ approach. . .arose organically from their rural 
isolation, their lack of formal musical training, and their adoption 

of a relatively new instrument.  They brought few preconceived 
notions of how chords for any of these heretofore 

unaccompanied Morris tunes should sound, and crafted their 

accompaniment within the limitations of the two-row concertina.  
Kimber’s [Junior’s] music thus gives a fresh and independent 

take on musical accompaniment, and stands in strong contrast 
to the frequent rigidity of standard musical fashion [p 16]..

 Worrall’s transcriptions pack a lot of information onto the page, yet 

his layout is spacious and friendly.  There are twenty-eight selections:  
Morris tunes, country dances, and popular melodies of the day.  These are 

written in standard notation with two treble staves, the top staff being for 
the right hand and the bottom one for the left.  The letters P and D indicate 

push and draw with respect to the direction of the bellows, and a single-digit 

number identifies the precise button used.   

 Though the transcriptions reflect Worrall’s keen ear, I have one 

misgiving about the layout.  The button numbers, the P and D indications, 
and the letters that mark the sections are stacked above the staff in a way 
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that sometimes places that information too far from the music to which it 

refers; occasionally these indications are actually closer to the two-staff 
system above them than they are to the one below, the one to which they 

belong.  However,  this is a minor quibble, and a close examination makes 
the meaning clear.

 Whatever quibbles one might have, though, Worrall has made 
Kimber’s historic playing available to all in black and white, and for Anglo 

players willing to familiarize themselves with the notation, Worrall’s 
transcriptions will prove invaluable.  Furthermore, Worrall’s book provides 

us with a detailed and scholarly work that should be of interest to anyone 

seeking to examine this particular aspect of the rich world of English folk 
traditions.  In all, the book offers an essential guide to the life, times, and 

music of William Kimber.  It is a pleasure to read, and the music is a 
pleasure to play.

Conquering the Concertina 
by Les Branchett -

 a comprehensive guide to the English Concertina.

Cost £10 
(Inc. Packing and Postage in UK) from* 

Les Branchett, 

25, Spa Road, 

Gloucester, 

GL1 1UY, 

United Kingdom. 

New publication soon -  

“Classics for Concertina”.
* Also from some music suppliers - eg The Music Room
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BRIEFLY NOTED

VIVA REGONDI!

On Friday, 17 March 2006, the Center for the Study of Free-Reed 
Instruments at The Graduate School of The City University of New York 
presented a concert entitled Viva Regondi, likely the first all-Regondi 
concert in ‘modern’ times.
 
Devoted to Regondi’s music for both the English concertina and the guitar, 
the program featured concertinists Douglas Rogers and Allan Atlas, the 
Canadian guitarist Alexander Dunn, soprano Elizabeth Bell (a DMA 
candidate at the CUNY Graduate Center) and pianists Joanne Last (from 
England) and Jin-Ok Lee (like Elizabeth Bell, a candidate for the DMA degree 
at the CUNY Graduate Center).
 
We reproduce the program here:

I.

 
“Les Oiseaux,” Morceau de concert, Op. 12 (1851) 

Remembrance,
Solo for the Baritone Concertina (1872)

Douglas Rogers and Joanne Last

II.

  
Ten Études

No. 1 in C major, Moderato
No. 4 in E major, Adagio cantabile

Deuxième Air varié pour la Guitarre, Op. 22 (1864)

Alexander Dunn

III.

Introduction et Caprice pour la Concertina
avec Accompagnement de Piano (1861)

Douglas Rogers and Joanne Last

IV.

Les Concerts de societé (1854)
No. 61.  Moritz Ganz (1806-1868)/arr. Regondi

“Wiegenlied”/“Lullaby” 
No. 54.  Ignaz Lachner (1807-1895)/arr. Regondi

“Überall du”/“Everywhere thou art”
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Fabio Campana (1819-1882)/Regondi 
Quando da te lontano: Romanza

Elizabeth Bell, Allan Atlas, and Jin-Ok Lee

V.

Rêverie. Nocturne pour la Guitarre, Op. 19 (1864)

Alexander Dunn

Nocturne-Rêverie (1871) 
Transcribed for piano by Frédéric D’Alquen (1821-1887)

Jin-Ok Lee
 
VI.  

Selections from Verdi’s Operas Il Trovatore and La Traviata, 
Bk. 4, for two treble concertinas and piano (1859)

Allan Atlas, Douglas Rogers, 
and Jin-Ok Lee

What follows is a little picture album of sorts, a visual record of what was 
not only a grand evening, but a  little bit of — well, let's call it a footnote 
to — concertina history.

Allan Atlas, Douglas Rogers, and Jin-Ok Lee
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Elizabeth Bell, 
Allan Atlas, 

and Jin-Ok Lee

Alexander Dunn
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Douglas Rogers and Joanne Last
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Allan Atlas and Douglas Rogers

THE INSTRUMENTS

All the concertinas and guitars heard that evening were “period instru-

ments.”  Douglas Rogers played Wheatstone No. 10389, a steel-reed 
treble that was apparently sold for the first time to one Mr. Hornblow on 
29 July 1858 for £9.9.0 (Wheatstone sales ledger C1051, p. 32); his 

baritone concertina has brass reeds and was manufactured by George 
Case, No. 3168, circa 1860; both instruments are maintained by Steve 
Dickinson (Stowmarket, UK), the present-day proprieter of Wheatstone 

& Co.  
Allan Atlas played Wheatstone, No. 18090, which has tapered steel reeds 
(and thus its “wispy” tone) and dates from May, 1866 (Wheatstone 
production ledger C1054, p. 134); the instrument was recently restored 

by Wim Wakker of Concertina Connections (Helmond, NL), and retuned 
from its original equal temperament to Thomas Young’s  “well tempera-
ment No. 1,” as described in his “Outlines of Experiments and Inquiries 

Respecting Sound and Light”’, Philosophical Transactions, 90 (1800).  
Alexander Dunn performed on a copy of a Georg Stauffer Viennese guitar 
from the 1820s (the copy by Gary Southwell , Nottingham, UK); Regondi 

himself owned such an instrument, which he apparently left to his 
physician and pupil, T. Gaisford, M.D., on 15 April 1871; Stauffer is 
notable for having taught the luthier C.F. Martin, who began his own 

famous company in Philadelphia in the 1830s.  
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Morse Concertinas – 
“Albion”& Baritone English & “Ceili” Anglo

The “Jackie” starter English Concertina Package
& the “Jack” Baritone English Concertina

Also the Marcus English and Anglo Concertinas

Contact: Gill Noppen-Spacie
 Tel +44 (0) 1274 879768

Mail order both UK/Overseas
Secure online ordering: 

www.themusicroom-online.co.uk

The Music 
Room 

St.John's Works 
St. John's Place 
Cleckheaton 
BD19 3RR

"Anglo  International"

The producers of the triple CD of anglo concertina music, "Anglo  
International" have made a generous offer to ICA members. You can buy 
it at the special price of £22.50 including postage within the UK or £24  

outside the UK. The normal retail price is £30.
Full details of Anglo International are available at  

http://www.angloconcertina.co.uk/
To place an order at the ICA price, ring 024 7671 1935  (+44 24 7671 
1935 outside UK) or  write to Roots Records,250 Earlsdon Avenue, North 
Coventry, CV5 6GX  United Kingdom stating that you are an ICA member.
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Allan Atlas (aatlas@gc.cuny.edu) is on the Musicology faculty at The Graduate Center 
of The City University of New York, where he is the Director of the Center for the Study 
of Free-Reed Instruments.  He performs on the English concertina with the New York 
Victorian Consort.

Les Branchett (squeezy@easy.com) holds a Masters Degree in International Law, and 
recently retired as a lecturer with a specialization in law and social-psychology.  He was 
introduced to the concertina when a teenager as a means of recuperation following 
extensive injuries sustained in a train accident.  He recently wrote the tutor Conquering 

the English Concertina: A Comprehensive Guide to the English Concertina (Gloucester: 
Sherborne House Publications, 2002).  

Roger Digby (rdigby@hoppits.demon.co.uk) has been playing Anglo concertina for over 
thirty years.  Playing in a fiercely English style when performing with Flowers and Frolics, 
he extends the instrument’s range far beyond its assumed limitations, stretching it most 
fully when accompanying the wide repertoire of Bob Davenport.  He has a passionate 
belief in the integrity of traditional music.

Jody Kruskal (jody@kruskal.net) is a multifaceted musician:  composer of theater, 
dance, and concert works, performer for adult and family audiences, freelance educator, 
and inventor of musical instruments.  Although he has accompanied New York-area 
English morris and sword dancers since 1983, he is best known for developing a 
distinctly American style of harmonic playing on the Anglo with the country dance bands 
Grand Picnic and Squeezology.  His solo CD, Naked Concertina, was released in 2006 and 
can be heard at http://cdbaby.com/cd/jody kruskal. 

Gearóid Ó hAllmhuráin (gearoid_ohallmhurain@umsl.edu) is a fourth-generation 
traditional musician and a native of County Clare.  He is the Smurfit-Stone Professor of 
Irish Studies and Professor of Music at the University of Missouri-St Louis.  A holder of 
five All-Ireland Championship music titles—as concertina player, uilleann piper, and 
member of the Kilfenora Céilí Band, the oldest traditional dance band in Ireland—he is 
the author of A Pocket History of Irish Traditional Music (Dublin: O’Brien Press, 1998), 
as well as numerous monographs on Irish music and folk culture, and has served as a 
consultant for several documentaries on Irish traditional music in Europe and North 
America, as well as US correspondent for Raidió na Gaeltachta, Ireland’s Irish-language 
radio network.  During the past thirty years, he has presented more than one thousand 
concerts on four continents, and has worked with such luminaries as Liam Clancy, David 
Grisman, Martin Hayes, Sharon Shannon, and the Chieftains.  His CD recordings include 
Traditional Music from Clare and Beyond (1996), Tracin'—Traditional Music from the 

West of Ireland (1999), and The Independence Suite—Traditional Music from Ireland, 

Scotland and Cape Breton (2004), all issued on the Celtic Crossings label. 

Pat Shipman (pls10@psu.edu) is a biological anthropologist who specializes in human 
evolution.  In 1990, she resigned her academic position—though she continues to hold 
an Adjunct Professorship at Penn State University—in order to take up full-time writing, 
which includes books about science for the general reader and biographies.  She became 
interested in Florence and Sam Baker while conducting fieldwork in East Africa—the 
region that the Bakers explored—and then wrote the first biography of Florence with the 
kind assistance of the Baker family. 

Susan Wollenberg (susan.wollenberg@music.oxford.ac.uk) is Reader in Music at the 
University of Oxford.  She is the author of Music at Oxford in the Eighteenth and 
Nineteenth Centuries (Oxford University Press, 2001) and was co-editor, with Simon 
McVeigh, of Concert Life in Eighteenth-Century Britain (Ashgate, 2004).  Current projects 
include a book, edited jointly with Therese Ellsworth, under the working title Pianos and 
Pianists in Nineteenth-Century Britain.


